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1.0 SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
The overall system is designed to permit automatic collection of 
delamination field data for bridge decks. In addition to 
measuring and recording the data in the field, the system 
provides for transferring the recorded data to a personal 
computer for processing and plotting. This permits rapid 
turnaround from data collection to a finished plot of the re>Jlts 
in a fraction of the time previously required for manual analysis 
of the analog data captured on a strip chart recorder. 
1.1 DELAMTECT 
In normal operation the Delamtect provides an analog voltage for 
each of two channels which is proportional to the extent of any 
delamination. These voltages are recorded on a strip chart for 
later visual analysis. An event marker voltage, produced by a 
momentary push button on the handle, is also provided by the 
Delamtect and recorded on a third channel of the analog recorder. 
1.2 D & D DATA ACQUISTION SYSTEM (DAS) 
A distance measuring wheel was added to provide digital pulses 
indicating distance traveled. 
A microprocessor based digital computer was designed to sample 
both analog signals from the Delamtect, convert them to digital 
numbers, and transmit these numbers to a cassette recorder. The 
Delamtect event marker switch and distance measuring .wheel are 
monitored by this computer to control when to begin and stop the 
process of sampling the analog signals and how often samples 
should be taken. 
1.3 TECHTRAN RECORDER 
A digital cassette recorder was added to the system to record the 
digital numbers which are equivalent to the analog voltages from 
the two Delamtect channels. Digital recorders have the ability 
to directly receive digital data and record at high densities. 
The recorder has been mounted such that it can be removed from 
the Delamtect and transported to a computer site. There the 
digitally recorded data can be read and transferred from the 
recorder to the computer for further processing and plotting. 
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1.4 SPERRY/ZENITH/IBM PC PLOTTING PROGRAMS 
Two programs have been developed to be run on the 
SPERRY/ZENITH/IBM PC. 
The first program is designed to read data files recorded on the 
Techtran. Each pass across the bridge constitutes a file of 
data. As each data file is read, it is checked for correct 
sequence and length characteristics before being written to a 
disk file on the PC. 
The second program is designed to process the data files and 
produce a plot of the results on a dot matrix printer operating 
in graphics mode which visually shows where delaminations exist 
in the area surveyed. Selected choices for type of plot and 
printer are provided. The voltage level to be used as a 
threshold for determining the presence of a delamination is also 
provided as a choice. 
Communication between the Techtran and the PC is through the 
asynchronous COMl port. The printer is attached through the 
Centronics compatible PRN port. 
1.5 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 855 PRINTER 
The TI 855 dot matrix printer was specified to be the primary 
print device. Choices for the kind of plot desired include one 
which fills the width of the paper and one which presents uniform 
horizontal and vertical scales. 
Header information describing the bridge ID, date, total area, 






2.0 THEORY OF OPERATION 
The following sections describe some of the technical 
aspects of the design by functional component. Technical 
design details can be found from the circuit schematics and 
program listings in the appendices of this report. 
2.1 DELAMTECT 
Each channel of the Delamtect provides an analog signal with 
a voltage ranging from 0 to approximately 5 volts. In areas 
of no delamination, the voltage is approximately O.l to 0.3 
volt. Major delamination areas have been judged to occur 
where changes in voltage exceed 400 millivolts which 
correspond to 4 mm deflection on the chart paper. Where 
extreme delamination occurs, voltage changes or fluctuations 
in excess of 2 volts occur. 
The sensitivity of the strip chart recorder is typically set 
for 1 volt/cm or 100 millivolt/mm. 
The event marker switch creates a signal of 0 or 
approximately 2.0 volts when it is open or closed. 
Power supply voltages of +12 and -12 volts DC are supplied 
by the Delamtect. 
No modifications have been made to the original Delamtect 
circuits. 
Only wiring taps to the power supply, channel voltages and 
event marker switch have been added to route these signals 
to the D & D DAS for processing. These taps are wired to a 
new connector added to the Delamtect but do not alter the 
original signals. An external wiring harness extends these 
signals to the DAS mounted in the lid of the Techtran 
recorder. 
2.2 D & D DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM (DAS) 
A distance measuring wheel was added to provide 10 pulses 
per inch of travel. These become 5 volt pulse inputs to the 
DAS. This was chosen to avoid problems with integrating a 
DC voltage from the tachometer on the Techtran to compute 
distance traveled. 
Two eight-bit analog-to-digital converters (one for each 
channel) are used with a 5 volt maximum input voltage which 
provides for a 20 millivolt per bit sensitivity. This 
sensitivity corresponds to a 0.2 mm deflection on the strip 
chart recorder. 
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In 3 inches of travel, 30 distance pulses are received. The 
analog voltages from the Delamtect are sampled and digitized 
after 6 pulses (0.6 inch) are received This is repeated 
five times during every 3 inches of travel. The average of 
the first 4 samples is computed and transmitted to the 
Techtran recorder after the fifth sample period. The fifth 
sample point is ignored. Thus, each 3 inches of travel 
results in a value being sent to the recorder for each 
channel (two bytes; left channel followed by right channel). 
These values represent the computed average of 4 sample 
values during 3 inch interval. 
An offset of 32 (base 10) is added to each digitized value. 
The maximum value after offset adjustment is limited to 127 
(base 10). This insures no spurious CTRL characters (0 to 
31) are sent to the recorder which might alter its 
operational status. Additionally, characters are 
transmitted over a serial RS-232C interface in 7 bit even 
parity codes which limits the maximum value to 127. This 
corresponds to 1.9 volts which is well in excess of any 
reasonable delamination threshold level. 
To insure the tape is properly positioned with respect to 
tape leader in the Techtran recorder, a sequence of four 
one-second read commands followed by a rewind command is 
initiated on powerup. The green light on the top of the 
recorder case momentarily turns on and then off at the 
beginning of the powerup sequence. 
The green light on the top of the recorder case should be on 
when a pass begins and off at the end of the pass. This is 
accomplished by the operator confidently pushing the marker 
event switch once at the beginning and end of each pass to 
toggle the light from off to on or from on to off. 
Data files for each pass are transmitted to the Techtran 
recorder which begin with a 'Pass number sequence character' 
(A,B,C,D,E, etc.), followed by pairs of averaged data bytes 
(Left, Right), and ending with a file termination character 
CTRL-S. 
A custom program stored in an EPROM on the DAS controls all 





2.3 TECHTRAN RECORDER 
The 9600PRL recorder has several switch settings which 
should remain unchanged throughout the operations. 
LINE MODE SWITCH = OFF (DOWN POSITION) 
BINARY MODE SWITCH = ONLINE (CENTER POSITION) 

















BIN CTRL OFF 
DELAY ON LF 
EVEN PARITY 
ENABLE PARITY 
Cassette insertion and removal is done by pressing the POWER 
pushbutton (it will illuminate), then manually lifting the 
door latch allowing the door to swing open, and inserting or 
removing the cassette. The magnetic tape side should face 
down into the recorder, the cassette label should be visible 
through the window, and the large tape spool should be on 
the left if it is rewound. 
New tapes should be rewound forward and backward to remove 
any static binding which may initially exist. 
Used tapes should be demagnetized with the bulk eraser 
before being removed. Approximately 5 - 10 seconds is long 
enough to remove all previously recorded data. 
The internal battery pack should be charged during the night 
preceding any field tests. Techtran verbally estimates a 
minimum of 5-6 hour operation time between charges. 
Each digital cassette tape is rated to hold up to 220,000 
characters or bytes which is well within the maximum limit 
of 64,000 characters or bytes permitted by the applications 
program for the SPERRY/ZENITH/IBM PC. 
During data collection on a bridge, the TERMINAL PORT is 
used to connect the Techtran to the DAS. The MODEM/CPU 
PORT should be disconnected during this operation. 
After data has been collected, the MODEM/CPU PORT is used to 
connect the Techtran to the SPERRY/ZENITH/IBM PC COMl port • 
..,5_ 
The TERMINAL PORT should be disconnected during this 
operation. 
2.4 SPERRY/ZENITH/IBM PC PROGRAMS 
Two programs have been written to process the data collected 
on the Techtr~n recorder called TAPEREAD and BRIDGE. 
TAPEREAD reads the data from cassette tape, does some 
verification of the data, and writes it to a disk file for 
subsequent processing. 
BRIDGE reads the data from the disk file and plots it on a 
dot matrix printer according to user selected options. 
The-' maximum length on the bridge for a single pass is 
software constrained to 6000 feet. 
A data space of 64K bytes (8 bits = 1 byte) is reserved in 
the PC for a bit map of the bridge deck where each bit 
represents a 3 inch distance traveled in a 9 inch wide path. 
Two channels provide for combined 18 inch wide passes. 
Every foot of travel provides 4 data values (one for every 3 
inches of travel) for each of 2 channels. Thus, a total of 
8 data values exist for every foot of travel. Each of these 
values represents the condition of a 3 inch by 9 inch 
surface area which is either delaminated or not delaminated. 
Once yes or no decision about delamination has been 
determined, only a single bit is required to represent that 
result (1 = delaminated, 0 =not delaminated). Thus, 1 byte 
(8 bits) can be used to represent the status of 8 areas each 
3x9 inches. This is equivalent to a total area of 12 x 18 
inches or 1 foot of travel for the 18 inch wide Delamtect 
path. 
Thus, the maximum surface area which may be represented in a 
64K (64,000) bit map can be found as follows: 
PASSES LENGTH TOTAL 
10 6000 ft 60,000 bytes 
21 3000 63,000 
42 1500 63,000 
64 1000 64,000 
128 500 64,000 
etc. 
There is also a limitation of the maximum surface area which 







associated with the SPERRY/ZENITH/IBM PC. Floppy disk 
drives have a maximum capacity of 320K or 360K bytes 
depending upon the version of DOS which is being used. 
Two files are created by the TAPEREAD program. The first is 
a temporary file which contains a copy of the data read from 
the Techtran recorder. This temporary file is always 
written to the default system disk drive. The second file 
is the disk file which contains the data without the 
sequence numbers and end of file characters. In addition, 
the second file contains a header record with information 
about the bridge. A user prompt for the file name can also 
include a disk drive designation if one other than the 
present default drive is desired. 
Since each pass contains 2 channels of data and pairs of 
data are recorded for every 3 inches of travel, 8 data bytes 
are recorded for every foot of travel on a pass. Thus, the 
maximum pass-foot distance which can be written to a 320K 
disk file is 40K and the maximum for a 360K disk file is 
4SK. 
This would lower the size of a deck surface which can be 











A PC with a winchester (hard) disk drive does not have this 
size constraint since files in excess of 100,000 bytes 
present no space problem provided the disk is not full with 
other information. 
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A 64 byte header record is used in the PC data file for 
bridge identification and layout parameters. 
Documented in the source code listing, this 64 character 
string variable contains 
Information Bytes In File Comment 
Bridge Id 0 32 
II Passes 33 A,B,C, ... 
Length in samples 34 35 Binary, high byte 
Normal or Slewed 36 N,n,S,s 
Distance in inches (R) 37 38 Binary, high byte 
Distance in inches (L) 39 40 Binary, high byte 
Start Right/Left 37 R,r,L,1 
Date Info 42 54 
Extra space 55 63 




Bridge data in the PC files do not alternate between left 
and right channels every byte. Instead, all left channel 
data for one pass is written to the disk, then all right 
channel data for the same pass is written. This pattern 
then repeats for the number of valid passes associated with 
the bridge deck. 
Disk filenames follow standard MS DOS conventions and can 
have up to 8 characters with an optional 3 character 
extension, such as 'BR125437.DAT 1 • Disk drive information 
in addition to this limit is allowed, i.e. B:MAXWELL.DAT 
Bridge names can be up to 32 characters long. 
Dates can be up to 10 characters long. 
It is important that the length of the first pass be 
accurate since it is used as the reference for all following 
passes. Passes which are shorter in length have additional 
low voltage data added equally to both ends of the file to 
fill it out to a standard length. Passes which are longer 
in length have data truncated equally from both ends until 
the standard length is reached. 
If the first pass is short (less than 10 feet) the program 
will display a prompt on the PC screen to ask if it is to 
really be used. If the answer is n (no), it will read the 
second pass and treat it as a new first pass. 
If a subsequent pass is short (less than 90% of the first 
pass), a displayed prompt will request if it is to be used 










if the event marker switch was inadvertently pushed at the 
wrong time. 
If a record is out of sequence (i.e. record 5 follows record 
3), an option is displayed to permit a choice of using it, 
skipping it, or inserting a blank (no delaminations) record 
of data before this record. This should not occur, but 
gremlins occasionally show up in any system, and this 
provides a degree of partial recovery of the data. 
The goal of the TAPEREAD program features described above is 
to create a disk file of sequential records from cassette 
files. This disk file will have identical data lengths for 
each pass with appropriate master header information about 
the name, date of test, size, and type of bridge being 
tested. 
The BRIDGE program processes data from the PC data file 
previously created by TAPEREAD. 
While reading in a disk data file but prior to plotting, an 
average baseline value for each side of each pass is 
computed by finding the most frequent value. Delaminations 
are then determined by deviations above this baseline value 
by some selected amount. A default of 400 millivolts (20 
decimal above the baseline value) may be altered by a user 
prompt. This information is then placed into a memory bit 
map which is referred to by subsequent plotting programs. 
Two delamination plots can be selected. 
1: 8 Inches Wide 
2: 4 Dots Per 3 Inches 
An 8 inches wide plot utilizes the full width of the paper. 
Horizontal scaling varies with the number of passes. 
A 4 dots per 3 inches of deck surface plot achieves uniform 
horizontal and vertical scaling within the physical limits 
of the printer. 
One percentage plot can also be selected. 
P: Percentages 
A percentage plot separates the deck into 4 ft by 3 ft grids 
and prints the percentage of delaminated area in each grid 
box in addition to an overali percentage of delaminated area 
for the entire deck. 
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Bridge decks wider than 30 feet (20 passes) will be plotted 
in a compressed mode when using the percentage plot (P). 
The maximum width in this mode is 60 feet. 
Bridge decks wider than 33 (22 passes) feet will be plotted 
in a compressed mode for graphical delamination plots (1, 
2). The maximum width in this mode is 66 feet. 
Bridge decks can be rectangular or skewed. If skewed, the 
distance in inches from the left and from the right 
rectangular starting line to the actual deck is requested by 
the TAPEREAD program. 
Each plot prints information about the bridge name, date of 
field test, delamination threshold, length and width of the 
bridge deck, total area, and the percentage of the total 
area where delaminations exist. If the bridge is skewed, 
the left and right skew distances are also printed. 
Calculations of total area and percentage of delaminated 
area do not include the skewed area outside of the bridge 
deck. 
Passes for a bridge can start on the left or on the right. 
Once started, subsequent passes are always in the opposite 
direction to the previous pass in an up and back manner. 
The bottom of the printed plot will correspond to the 
starting end of the bridge survey. 
2.5 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 855 PRINTER 
Printers generally have more problems with compatibility 
than computers. While the printers may indeed have 
comparable capabilities, programming them into the same 
operating mode is often done in ways unique to each printer. 
There is a big difference between functional compatibility 
and hardware compatibility. Therefore, each new printer 
should be approched with doubt as to having it function in 
anything but a standard manner without hardware or software 
modifications. 





TI 855 Printer 
Star Radix Printer 
Epson Printer 
Alphanumeric Printer 
The Alphanumeric Printer assumes no graphics dot matrix 
capability is present, so it will only print header summary 
information typically found at the beginning of each 
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delamination plot. In addition, it will also plot the 
Percentages (P) plot since it prints only standard 
alphanumeric characters. 
The TI 855 printer is placed into DP mode under program 
control and left there when done. If this is not the normal 
mode, it can easily be restored by turning the power switch 
of the printer off and then back on. 
TI and the Star RADIX printers have a 72 dots/inch plotting 
density. Epson MX/FX printers have a 60 dots/inch plotting 
density •. Even more of a problem is that each type of 
printer typically has a different code sequence to put it 
into a so-called 'compatible' mode. 
The uniform vertical and horizontal scale plot at 4 dots per 
3 inches is achieved by occasionally skipping a dot in the 
vertical direction. Perfect scaling is not feasible. 
However, when reduced to a 10 scale size (1 in= 10 ft), the 
perturbation should not be observable. 
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3.0 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
3.1 DATA ACQUISTION PROCEDURES 
1. TURN ON THE DELAMTECT FOR WARMUP AND RUN NORMAL 
CALIBRATION PROCEDURES. 
2. PRESS POWER SWITCH OF RECORDER ON (SWITCH LIGHT WILL TURN 
ON). SET RECORDER LINE MODE SWITCH OFF (DOWN) AND BINARY 
SWITCH ONLINE (CENTER). DO NOT CLOSE THE LID YET. 
3. INSERT TAPE IN RECORDER (TAPE EDGE IN FIRST & LABEL 
SHOWING IN WINDOW). PLUG IN RIBBON CABLE FROM RECORDER 
LID TO TERMINAL CONNECTOR ON RECORDER. 
4. LOWER THE DISTANCE WHEEL AND INSERT HOLDING PIN IN OTHER 
HOLE. 
5. TURN POWER SWITCH OF DELAMTECT OFF & ON. 
(**DO NOT TURN POWER SWITCH OFF AGAIN UNTIL SURVEY IS 
COMPLETE**). 
THE TRANSMITTER AND OPERATE/CALIBRATE SWITCH CAN BE 
CYCLED ON/OFF AT WILL. 
(** THE GREEN LIGHT ON THE RECORDER LID WILL CYCLE ON AND 
OFF ONCE. THE TAPE RECORDER READ SWITCH SHOULD THEN 
AUTOMATICALLY CYCLE ON & OFF 4 TIMES FOLLOWED BY AN 
AUTOMATIC REWIND CYCLE TO CORRECTLY POSITION THE TAPE 
LEADER. THE REWIND, READ, AND WRITE SWITCH LIGHTS SHOULD 
BE OFF AND THE POWER SWITCH LIGHT SHOULD BE ON AT THIS 
TIME. **) 
REPEAT THIS STEP UNTIL THE CORRECT RECORDER STATUS IS 
OBSERVED. 
6. CLOSE THE RECORDER LID AND MOVE INTO POSITION ON BRIDGE 
IF NOT ALREADY THERE. IF IT IS A SKEWED BRIDGE, NOTE THE 
DISTANCE FROM BASE LINE TO BRIDGE DECK IN INCHES OF THE 
RIGHT AND LEFT SIDES. 
7. TURN ON DELAMTECT TRANSMITTER (THIS MAY BE TURNED ON AND 
OFF AS NEEDED DURING THE SURVEY). 
8. PUSH EVENT SWITCH ONLY ONCE TO START A PASS (GREEN LIGHT 
ON RECORDER SHOULD MUST BE ON TO RECORD!!) IF 
INADVERTENTLY PUSHED TWICE ON FIRST PASS, GO BACK TO STEP 
5 AND START OVER. IF ADAVERTENTLY PUSHED TWICE ON 








PROCEED BUT NOTE THIS OCCURENCE SO THAT THE SHORT RECORD 
OF DATA CAN BE TOSSED OUT BY THE COMPUTER OPERATOR WHEN 
LATER READ BY THE COMPUTER FOR PROCESSING. 
9. AT END OF EACH PASS, PUSH EVENT SWITCH ONCE TO TURN GREEN 
RECORDER LIGHT OFF AND STOP DATA COLLECTION FOR THAT 
PASS. 
10. TURN THE DELAMTECT AROUND (PRESS DOWN ON THE HANDLE TO 
ALLOW THE DISTANCE MEASURING WHEEL TO RAISE FROM THE 
SURFACE AND AVOID DAMAGE BY TWISTING). 
11. PUSH EVENT BUTTON TO START THE NEXT PASS (THE GREEN 
RECORDER LIGHT SHOULD TURN ON AGAIN, ETC). 
12. WHEN DONE WITH LAST PASS, TURN OFF THE DELAMTECT 
TRANSMITTER, OPEN THE RECORDER LID, PUSH THE REWIND 
PUSHBUTTON SWITCH OF THE RECORDER TO REWIND TAPE. REMOVE 
THE TAPE, TURN THE TAPE RECORDER POWER OFF, AND THEN TURN 
DELAMTECT POWER OFF. RAISE DISTANCE WHEEL AND LOCK UP 
WITH THE HOLDING PIN. 
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3.2 COMPUTER PLOTTING PROCEDURES 
1. A SYSTEM DISK SHOULD BE FORMATTED ON THE TARGET COMPUTER 
AND A COPY OF TAPEREAD.EXE AND BRIDGE.EXE COPIED TO IT. 
THIS BECOMES A MASTER PROGRAM DISK. TO CALL UP EITHER 
PROGRAM, SIMPLY TYPE 'TAPEREAD' OR 'BRIDGE'. 
AT LEAST 2 FORMATTED DATA DISKS SHOULD BE AVAILABLE TO 
USE WITH THE TAPEREAD PROGRAM. FOR SMALL BRIDGES, BOTH 
THE TEMPORARY FILE AND FINAL DATA FILE CAN PROBABLY FIT 
ON ONE DATA DISKETTE IN DRIVE B:, FOR LARGER BRIDGES, A 
DATA DISK MIGHT BE NECESSARY IN BOTH FLOPPY DRIVES (A: & 
B: ) . AFTER THE TAPEREAD PROGRAM IS LOADED, THE ElCTRA 
DATA DISK CAN BE PLACED IN THE SYSTEM DEFAULT DRIVE A:. 
2. AN RS-232 CABL~ IS REQUIRED TO CONN~CT THE TECHTRAN 
RECORDER TO THE COMl PORT ON THE SPERRY/ZENITH/IBM PC. 
THE SPERRY COMl PORT IS FOUNP ON THE BACK NEAR THE CENTER 
BOTTOM IN A HORIZONTAL POSITION. 
3. AFTER CONNECTING THE CABLE BETWEEN THE RECORDER AND THE 
COMPUTER, AND BOOTING THE PROGRAM DISK, TURN THE TAPE 
RECORDER ON AND INSERT THE CASSETTE TAPE WITH THE BRIDGE 
SURVEY DATA. 
4. PROGRAM 'TAPEREAD' IS USED FIRST TO TRANSFER THE DATA 
FROM THE RECORDER TO THE COMPUTER, PROMPTS ARE DISPLAYED 
AND RESPONSED NEED TO BE TYPED FOR 
BRIDGE ID: 
DATE: 
START ON RIGHT OR LEFT SIDE 
NORMAL OR SKEWED: 
IF SKEWED, RIGHT AND LEFT SKEW DISTANCE: 
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PASS NUMBER AND FILE LENGTHS ARE 
DISPLAYED HERE. IF SHORT PASSES OR SEQUENCE PROBLEMS 
EXIST, PROMPTS FOR DESIRED OPERATOR ACTIONS ARE REQUESTED 
HERE. 
DISK FILE NAME: 
THE DISK FILE NAME CAN ALSO BE PRECEEDED WITH THE DISK 
DRIVE ID IF OTHER THAN THE DEFAULT, IE. B:BR123456.DAT 
IF NO DRIVE IS SPECIFIED, FILES WILL BE WRITTEN TO THE 
DEFAULT DRIVE. 
5. THE 'BRIDGE' PROGRAM CAN NOW BE USED TO CALCULATE A BIT 

















A PROMPT FOR THE DISK FILE NAME WITH THE SURVEY DATA IS 
ISSUED. THE BRIDGE NAME IS DISPLAYED ON THE SCREEN, AND 
A PROMPT IS ISSUED FOR THE DELAMINATION VOLTAGE WITH 400 
MV BEING THE DEFAULT VALUE WHICH IS USED IF THE RETURN 
KEY IS SIMPLY PUSHED RATHER THAN A NUMBER. 
AT THIS TIME THE DATA IS READ IN, AVERAGES COMPUTED, AND 
DELAMINATION DECISIONS ARE WRITTEN TO A MEMORY BIT MAP. 
THE LONGER THE DATA FILE, THE LONGER THIS TAKES. THE 
DISK DRIVE MAY BE OBSERVED TO DETERMINE IF RECORDS ARE 
STILL BEING READ IN AND PROCESSED PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT 
OF PLOTTING. 
PLOTTING CHOICES OF PRINTER TYPE ARE DISPLAYED WITH THE 
CURRENT CHOICE HIGHLIGHTED ON THE SCREEN. 
THREE TYPES OF PLOTS MAY NOW BE SELECTED BY TYPING 
1: 8 INCH WIDE GRAPHICS PLOT 
2: 4 DOTS PER 3 INCH GRAPHICS PLOT WITH EQUAL SCALES 
OR P: PERCENTAGES IN EACH 4' X 3 1 GRID BOX 
THE SAME DATA CAN BE PLOTTED AGAIN WITH DIFFERENT CHOICES 
FOR DELAMINATION THRESHOLD VOLTAGE. 
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A.0 APPENDICES : TECHNICAL REFERENCE MATERIALS 
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RED LION CONTROLS 
BULLETIN NO. LSC·OO 1 
REVISED 12/12/83 
Willow Springs Circle, RD 5, York, Pa. 17402 
·/ • (717) 767-6511 • TWX: 510 657 4214 RLC YRK 
MODEL LSC MEASURING WHEEL LENGTH SENSOR 
AN ECONOMICAL ANSl"ER TO HIGH SPEED, UNl·DIRECT/ONAL LENGTH MEASUREMENT FOR PAPER, 
TEXTILES, FILM, FOIL, FOAM & METAL STRIP PRODUCTS RUNNING THROUGH REWINDERS, 
PRINTING PRESSES, SLITTERS, SPOOLERS, SHEETERS & OTHER WEB, STRIP 
,. 
I Model LSC Length Sensors .are designed for accurate 
reliable operation at high speeds. A slotted, sha'ft:-
mounte.d di{sc in the %aSt aluminum housing is scanned by 
an L.E.D/ and phot.o sensor. The •esulting signal is 
am~lified, shaped, arid appears as a current-sinking out-
put pulse, compatible with most RLC Counters, Motion 
Monitors and controls .. The unit will opet"ate in either 
DIMENSIONS & MOUNT/N,.:G'=-·-----~---~ 
fiQIJf.: Weight of LSC provides suf-
ficient traction for accurate oper-
ation when mounted as shown, with 
drm angle trim hodzonal not ex-
ceeding +/-JO , and with hinge 
clamp toward the far extreme of 
the extension arm. 
1NCHES(MM) 
lehgth Sensors 
should be mounted 
so measuring 
wheelfsJ contact 
ribbon. strip or 
as it passes over a 
roller. As an altern-
ative wheel(s} can be 
driven by roHer 
surface next to 
material being 
measured. 
CAUTION: Downward tension 
on signal cable can cause 
LSC wheelfsJ to lift. Nake 
.,;ure cable is clamped to ma-
chine frame near LSC and 
allow slack. 
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT, CONNECTIONS & WAVEFORMS 
rff';-;---'~"~'~- ~~~U~ix. AT Yi;,LIV 
+28V WAX.AT OMA 
1 __ ~.J:========~tt-;;-.t:~:::-'~'~'~-coMMON ;. ~'+'..----
SH!El..0-CONNECT TO COMMOH 
TERMINAL AT 1NPUT OF lNO!CATOR 
OUTPUT, UHIT COO£S: ti, l'..;.F2, 1'3 
~~tf i~:~ ... "Hi.'l?l, !.O " W"\"Y 
OU"\"PUT UNIT cooes: Yl,YZ,Yl,Y6, 
Ml,M2,M3 & 1116. rt1£SE; UNIT"$ USE; 
Ill YA.Rt> OR !/lMTR WH!E"LS Wlltl 
INTE:RNM. -:Ol CIRCUITS. 
'-"'Wil'if ~~lfs c8fi~1~i01N\0£118J*i?· 
OOU8LlNG, !SOUSE:C OUTPUT PULSE: -"---"-"---"-"---"-"--"-"--
Check counter• or indicator using this output for compat1-
biiity. Cannot be frequency doubled externally. 
DR RIBBON HANDLING APPL/CA T/ONS. 
CURRENT SINK OUTPUT 
AVAILABLE WITH: 
ONE OR TWO WHEELS 
ROUND, FLAT & KNURLED TREAD 
ENGLISH & METRIC UNITS 
FOR MEASURING 
INCHES, FEET, YARDS 
CENTIMETERS, METERS 
F'T/MIN, YDS/MIN. MTRS/MIN 
direction of rotation provided the direction does not 
change. In applications where reversing occurs, the up/ 
down counter direction must be controlled by an external 
switch contact to correspond to the direction of motion. 
(As an altel'.:native an RPGB with quadrature output can be 
outfitted as a length sensor, see following page) 
Unlike mechanical measuring wheels the LSC has no 
internal cam. switches or dividing gears to wear or 
create drag. This means lighter wheel pressures since 
the only resistance the wheel encounters is due to very 
low bearing friction. Low wheel pressures in turn, means 
less wear on the wheel tread and less danger of marking 
the product. 
Other Specifications include: 
Q!JI.M: NPN Open-Collector, current-limited. at 40ma 
28 voe maximum. 
MAX SHAFT SPEED: 3600 RPM (See wheel information, follow-
ing page for wheel speed restrictions) 
CONSTRUCTION: Cast Aluminum housing, Stainless Steel Tube 
extension. Oil impregnated sintered bronze bearings, 
lifetime lubricated. Shielded, 3-wired sig?ll cable, 
lO'long. Operating Temperature range O to 60 C, weight 
1.8 lbs. 
TO ORDER: ASSEMBLE COMPLETE PART NO. AS FOLLOWS: 
PART N:.-LSCr-r--~::EL CODES 
1 \ (See description of wheels & 
NO. OE WHEEIS codes next p.ageJ 
~ for Single/ Q.Q- Less Wheels 
Q for Dual v Q.B.- Round Neoprene , . . , / 
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UNITS OF - Flat Tread Polyurethane V 












Primarily used for Tachomi:ters & Motion Mofiuors 
Output from {0. YO & .\fO units code are 50usec 
pulses (See waveiorms at leftl. Check compatibility 
of instr!.lment, control, or counter for use with this 
1o1ave-iorm. C'i:lnnot be frcquancy doubled externa1ly. 
ABOUT ACCURACY IN LENGTH SENSOR APPLICATIONS 
USING THE MODEL RMX RATE MULTIPLIER FOR CORRECTION, UNITS CONVERSION & WHEEL WEAR COMPENSATION 
Length Sensor wheels have a nominal accuracy of (}. li~ 
which means chat under ideal conditions the measurement 
should be accurate to within 1 part in 1000. Ideal 
conditions are realized when measuring hard, thin and 
strong materials such as metal strip, .foil or \'lard 
paper. HoYl'ever, materials that at'e thick, soft, spongy 
o,r, elastic can present problems in obtaining true r~ad­
t·ngs directly, since t:he surface geometry may not be 
P't'.edictable. 
The great majority of these situations can be accommo-
dated by feeding the output from the Length Sensor to a 
Model RMX Rate Multiplier prior to counting or speed 
measurement. The Rate Multiplier applies a presettable 
correction multiplier to the pulse train by dropping or 
adding pulses as required to obtain a corrected measure-
me_nt. The presettable multiplier is entered in via thumb-
wheel switches to an accuracy of four decimal places. 
In addition to correcting for elastic and compliance 
errors, the Rate Multiplier can also be us.ed in applica-
tions where English/Metric Conversions must be made and 
for compensating for 1o1heel wear. (For more information 
se.e data sheet on the Model RMX Rate Multiplier tn 
Accessories section of the Catalog} 
LENGTH SENSOR CONVERSION BRACKET fP/N LSCB-1000) 
ADAPTS RPGB ROTARY PULSE GENERATOR TO LENGTH MEASUREMENT 
SEPARATE t..ENGTH MEASURING WHEELS 
"'·FOR Bl-DIRECTIONAL MOTION APPLICATIONS 
REQUIRING QUAORATURE 
.. FOR FINE RESOLUTION. HIGH-PULSE-RATE-A·PPLICATIONS 
This conversion bracket allows the customer to assem-
ble a custom length sensor by purchasing the following 
items separately. 
1. Lengt:h Sensor Conversion Bracket (P/N LSCB--1000) 
2. RPGB with appropriate PPR and Single Channel or Quad-
rature Output (See RPGB data sheet, Section D of the 
Catalog) 
3. One or two measuring wheels (Listed below) 
4. Hinge Clamp Assembly (Listed below) 
The tubular arm length of this bracket, related to 
the wheel axis center-line of the RPGB is 6.8" .similar 
to the LSC (see previous page) • The 10' long, 4-wi re, 
shielded cable (included with conversion bracket) has 
the same color coding B.s described for the RPGB cab.le 
P/N CCA-RPG~Ol in the RPGB data sheet. Screws for mount-
ing the conversion bracket to the RPCB are included. To 
order see table below. 
Round Section Replaceable 
Tire .210" Section Dia. 
Black Neoprene 
White, Smooth Polyurethane 
Tread 




FOR USE ON: Metal, paper, foil, 
film and hard plastics. 
Li-ne contact on material be-
ing measured, convenient when 
available measuring track is 
narrow or for measuring on 
FOR USE ON: Soft, smooth ma-
terials such as soft paper, 
matting, cardboard, fine weave 
textiles .. Broad wheel tread 
minlm~zes contact pressure and 
white polyurethane tread mini-
mizes marking. 
FOR USE ON: Rubber, coarse 
weave fabrics, rough wood 
surfaces, foam, insulation. 
Max. Speed: MAX. SPEED: end of roller beside passing 
. material. 
-1+- Max. Speed: 3000 RPM Standard wheels - 600 RPM Balance to 3000 RPM Available on special order. 
Standard wheel - 600 RPM 
Balance co 3000 RPM 
Available on special Order. 
SELECTING APPROPRIATE WHEEL SIZE & PPR (Pulses Per Rev.) OF ROTARY PULSE GENERATOR 
When the desired output of an RPGB and wheel combina-
tion is either in feet or inch units, selection of the 
proper combi.nation is 't"elatively st:raight forward. for 
ex13;mple, with a 1-foot wheel circumference a 1 PPR 
Rotary Pulse Generator will deliver 1 pulse/ft, 12 PPR 
would deliver 12 pulses/ft (or 1 pulse/inch); 100 PPR 
would yield 100 pulses/ft; and 120 PPR would permit 
measuring to 1/lOth of an inch (1/120th of a foot). 
Measuring in yards or meters however is a bit more 
involved since a 1 yard or 1 meter circumference wheel 
would be prohibitively large. !~stead, 4/10 yard and 
4/10 meter wheels can be used in conjunction 1o1ith RPGB's 
in either of two ways. First 1 RPGB's with PPR's of 1, 10 
and 100 can be used with a Model BDMD (Bi-Directional. 
Motion Decoder, See Accessories Section of catalog). The 
BDMD can quadruple the quadracure signal input and deliv-
er 4, 40 O'I:" 400 PPR respectively 'Rhen use<l vith these 
RPGB's,_ allowing measurement of yards or meters in incre-
ments of l/lOth, l/lOOth or l/lOOOth. The second approach 
would be to use an RPGB with 4, 40 or 400 PPR (available 
on speCial order) to generate the desired measuring 
increments directly. With either of these approaches, 
the largest measurin~ increment available is 1/lOth of a 
meter or yard, however this is rarely a handicap when 
6-digit counting capacity is available. (Model LSC' s 
described on the previous page, are available in pulse 
rates of 1 pulse/yard and 1 pulse/meter. This is done by 
using a 1{3 yard or 1/3 me.tet' wheel with a PPR of 1 
internally divided by 3. This capability is not available 
with Model RPG~ Rotary Pulse Generators) 
ORDERING INFORMATION WHEELS a REPLACEMENT TIRES FOR CODE• Q!! WHEELS 
WHEEL 
CODE. CfRCUMFERENCE PAPIT NO. "c~~~L CIRCUMFERENCE PART NO, 
1 foot ( 1I3 d) 
OB 1 3 me er Qg 4 lOths vard ard wv-
l ths meter or WM· 
1 foot (1 3 d) RtPl..ACE~ 3 vdl TOR 
1 meter Mf:Hf T R 2f 4 10ths vard TIR~S,OR T 
t s meter ...... TOR 
ACCESSORIES 
Dl!ICRJPTK)H PART NO. 
LENGTH SENSOR CONVERSION BRACKET FOR RPGB 
HINGE CLAMP ASSEMBLY FOR MODEL LSC & CONVERSION BRACKET a ave 
LSCB-1000 IA 
LSA-HCO•OO/A ~ 
RED LION CONTROLS 
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6502 A/0 BOARD 
DESCRIP1"10N 
C1 0.047 ufd. Capacitor 







O~l. l1fd. Ceramic Capa.citor 
OuOl ufd. Cer·amic Capacitor 
1 ufd. 50 v. Electr·olytic Capacitor 
150 pf. Mica Capacitor 
DB-258 Rt~ Angle P.C. Mount Connector 
34 Pin P.C. Mount Header 
6 Pin Amp Mate"-N-l._ock u1/pins 
"R1,R2 2.2K Ohm 1/4 Watt 5% Resistor 
R3 22K Ohm 1/4 Watt 5% Resistor 
R4,R5 1M Ohm 1/L~ Wat·t 5% Resistor 
R6,.R7,R8 1 R9,R10,R11,R12,R13,R14,R15 
10K Ohm 1/4 Watt 5% Resistor 













65C02A Micr·oprocessor InC. 
6116-15 Ram IuCh 
2716 Eprorn I.e. 
68C21A Peripher·al Interface Adaptor 
6551A Communica.tions Interface I~C~ 
SN74LS138N TTL I.C. 
SN7404 TTL I.C. 
NE555P Time~ I~C. 
ADC0804LCN A/D Converter 
ua1488 RS·-232c Driver I~C~ 
ua1489 RS-232c Receivcir I~C~ 









:l /~"=: ~ 
l I 2' 
Interface Cable: 
34 Contact Ribbon Socket Connectors 
28 AWG 34 Conductor Ribbon Cable 
T'ape Recorder Cable~ 
DB-25P Ribbon Connectors 
28 AWG 25 Conductor Ribbon Cabla 
Hardware: 
4-40 X 3/8 11 Hex Posts 






I. C .. Socket 
Red HookLtp Wire 
Yellow Hookup Wira 
Blue Hookup Wire 
White Hookup Wire 
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COMPONENT l\IUMBEf~ 


























INTERFACE & POWER SUPPLY BOARD 
DE!3C:R I PT I !JN 
22 ufd. 25 v. Tantalum Capacitor 
100 ufd# 25 v. Electrolytic Capacitor 
6 Pin Amp Mate-N-Loc~~ Connector w/sockets 
Reed Relay-Radio Shack 275-232 
12v. Lamp Holder-Radio Shack 272-324 







Amp Mate-N-Lock Connector w/pins 
Receptacle·-Amp CPC w/pins 
Receptacle-A1np CPC w/pins 
1K Ohm 1/4 Watt 5% Resistor 
9.lf< Ohm 1/4 Watt 5% Resistor 
820K Ohm 1/4 Watt 5% Resistor 
5 Ohm 5 Watt 1% Resistor 
1Ja78H05 Voltage Regulate~· 
LM311N Comparator I.e. 
!:;l\17 4061\1 TTL I • C. 
of! 14El7 L.amp 
4-40 Standoff Terminals 
4···*f.!.() X :3/8 11 1·1(·:?~·~ F'CJ1:-:"1ts 
T0-3 Spacesaver Heat Sink HS102 
4-·l~.() X 3/EJu l'1i3.c:hi nE'! ~3crenNs 
4~-lj.() 1-1(.:?}( !'~Llt. Si. 
4--40 Lockwashers 
22 AWG Black Hookup Wire 
22 AWG Red Hookup Wire 
22 AWG Orange Hookup Wire 
22 AWG Yellow Hookup Wire 
22 AWG Green Hookt1p Wir·e 
22 AWG Blue Hookup Wire 
22 AWG Gray Hookup Wire 
22 AWG White Hookup Wire 
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DELAMTECT MODIFICATION 
COMPONENT NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
OR DUANTITY 









Har- c:!w1::t1'·· f.7.l ~ 
4"···.l'.J.(l X ;,~:/8 11 Machinrt£! ~3c1,..ews 
4-40 Lockwashers 
4···40 H<•>< l\lu.t. "' 
Sin~1le 
::~ '.2: r.1 !,J c:i 
Zi: AWG 
2:2 Al.JC-; 
, .. ,,., AWG 
,. .. ,,.., A\>.lfj 
Cond1Jctor Shielded Wire 
()1' .. <::;_-ngE~ ~ .. lc)C)kttp Wire 
Whit.a Hookup Wira 
G1"01y Hookup !vi re 
~1€-?d ~ .. lc:JokL1p Wi r·e 
Black Hookup Wire 
-40-
DISTANCE SENSOR 
COMPONENT NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
DR QUANTITY 
081 Distance Measuring Transducer 
Red Lion LSCD-IO--OF Wheel Sensor 
Red L.ion l_SA·--~iC0-00 Bracket 
J6 6 Pin Plug-Amp CPC w/sockets 
COMPUTER CABLE 
COMPONENT NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
OR QUANTITY 
1 DB-25P D Connector-Solder Type 
1 DB-258 D Connector-Solder Type 
2 DB-25 D Connector Hoods 
12, 22 AWG 7 Conductor· Cable 
SIGNAL & POWER CABLE 
COMPONENT NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
OR QUANTITY 
2 6 Pin Plugs-Amp CPC w/sockets 
2 1/2' 22 AWG 4 CondlJCtor Cable 
7 1/2' Single Conductor Shielded Wire 
2 1/2' Spiral Cable Wrap 
-41-
A.3 TECHTRAN RECORDER 
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I 
""' w I 
COMMAND l!EFEIU:NCE 
REMOTE 
FUNCTION BINARY SWITC!I 1\iANlJAt COMMAND POSITION COMMAND (Dip Switch 7 ON) 
Start READ any 
llEAD 
Pushbuuou (CTR!. Q) 
Stop READ REAi) (CTJU. S) any Pushbutlon 
!UNARY WRITE NIA Pushbutton 
Start WRJTE 






ONLINE/OFFl.INE Pushbutton (CTJ!I. T) 
BINARY Nii\ (CTIU. S) 
END OF FILE 
A-larker 
ONLINEIOFFLINE NIA (CTR!. S) 
Start NIA FILE SKIP ONLINE/OPFIJNE (CTRI. 0) 
Stop ONl.INEIOFFl.INE HEAD HI.Ii SKIP Pushbutton (CTIH. S) 
BINAllY HE\VJND 
.. Pushbuuon NIA 
llE\VIND 
ONUNEIOFFl.INE llEWIND (CTR!. Z) Pushbutton 
C!IARACTER ONLINEIOFFl.INE 
DELETE 
NIA (CTRL X) 
NOTE: The LINE MOOE switch affects the READ function as follows: 
LINE MODE switch ON - REAi> line by line 
LINE MODE switch OFF • READ file by flle 
SSOOPRL 
•NSTALLATION ANC 
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~fhis 1nnuual is designed for the user oflhe 9600PRL. AH of the required 
operations associated wich the unif are explained including: 
• insra Halion procedures 
• casst::ue usage and care 
• prevt::ntive n1aint1.:nance 
• operating instructions 
'l'his section should be rhoroughly read and unders1ood bt:fore pro· 
cet:ding to any of the above operalions. I! conl:iins valuable intl)rllHHion 
about using the 9600PRL. 
9600PIU. OPERATION 
'l'he 9600PRL is a high-speed porrable d<1ta recorder/progr:in1 loader 
designed for storing, rrans1nitting and receiving ASCtI·codt:d data. A1nong 
the swodard operating fi::uures are: 
FlR!TE · recording darn. at se!ecced speeds 
REL1[) ·displaying the contt:nts of a casseue 
$ F;!Ll! SKIP· providing rapid fOrward tape advance 
• Cl!11RAC1'JlR Db'LE1'E · eli1ninating undesired characters during 
data recording 
·rhe 9600PRL has the versatiliry for nu1nerous applications including: 
loading prograins into PBX syste1ns and process control devices 
loading diagnostic roucines into progranunublc systen1s and Llevice.s 
• digital recording for datalogging systenu; 
o ren1ore testing and troubleshooting 






The conrrol pand of the 9600PRL contains several swi1ches and 
pushb111tons used to opcn:ue die unic (refer to Figure 3). 'l'he REA}), 
WRI1'E, and REWIND pushbuuons are used fi)r n1anual control of the 
unit; remote conrrol (if activaEed) is in1plernenred by control codes received 
at the /\.\ODEt..1/CPU or 'I'ERMINAL pons. 
During inscalla1ion, the dip switches (located bt:nearh the Jifr-off cover) 
an: set IO n1eet desirc:J interface require1nenrs. AC power requin:n1cn1s can 
ab-o be sdecrcd fron1 the control panel. 
The Line lviode and Binary switches provide spedal operating fcan1rcs. 
Each opera1ion provided in this 1nan11al spccilies 1hc correct switch St:l-
tings and explains various options availabk. 
ln a<lJition, 1wo ports are supplitd tOr cquip1nenc interface. 'fhe 
i\iOPEMICPU porr can be auilchcd toil 1nodc1n, acoustic coupler, CPlJ 
or intelligent devict:. The TER!v1INAL pon can b.:: iltlach.::d to a hilrdcopy 
1.::rminal, printtr, C;R'f or electronic device. 
~Pli .,.V--0 
. ' MODEM/ [ 
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Figure 3: Control Panel of the 9600PRL 
CASSETTE nESC!llP'fION 
CasseHes art a 1nagnetic n1cdiurn used to srore recorded data. Tecluran 
ciusefles (PIN .JSOOOOI) or "" opprv·ved equal should be used· wi1Ji the 
9ti00l'Rl.; otherwise, da111agc niay occur and the 1nachinc w;irranty 1uay be 
Vl~ided (re!Cr lo Section 2). 
P:na is only recorded on ont: side of the cassette. (~~1sscttes recorded on 
the 9600PRL ciln ouly be iutcrch<lngctl with ~asscttcs fro1n another 
9600\lRL or fton:\ a Tt:cluran Series 800 Dataca~nc. with the 9600 bawl 
option. Do nor expose casscnts to strong n1agne1ic fidds or u:n1peranires 
in excess of J04°F (40°C). 
CASSETTE INSEHTION AN!) nEMOVAL 
1. 'furn the unit on by pressing the POWER pushbutton (£he pushbuuon 
will illu1ninate). Lift the transport door l<-itch> atlowing the door to 
swing open. 
2. Fully insert the cussette in10 rhe rape guides wilh the label focing 
forward and the large tupe spool on the left, Close the rranspon door. 
1'o rc1nove a cassene, 1nake sure that no funclions :.ire in progress. Lift 





Several 9600PRL operations are facHira1e<l by using con1rol coJes, All 
control code:i in this manual are identified as follows: 
(CTR!. X) 
CTRL represenrs the CONl'ROL key on the 1enninal and X reprcsenrs 
a designated characler. 'fo use a control code> press 1hc C1'RL kty and 
si1nuhaneously pn;:ss the designated charac1er. All control codes arc lisred 
on the b~ck cover. 
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 
The READ/WRJ1'E rape head of 1he recorder n1usc be cleaned d1.1ily us-
ing a son canon swab-dan1pened in isopropyl alcohol. Neglecting this care 
may result in abnormal cape wear, transpon lhllnagc or operational errors. 
MANUAL ORGANIZATION 
This manual contains thrt!e addiltonal sections. Section 2 expb.ins how 
to insrall the 9600PRL anti provides unit specifications. Sec1ion 3 providi.-:s 
opera[ing instructions for rhc 9600PRL) and Section 4 lisls availabh: op-
1ions. Ptoceed 10 Section 2 for insrnllarion procedures. 
2 
Installation and Specifications 
INTHODUCTION 
·rhc following section contains infonnarion about installing the 
9600PRL. Once rht: unir is unpacked) check thac the following standard 
equipinent was included: 
• 9600PRL 
0 one cassene 
• 111.ile 10 fen1ale ElA RS-232C cable 
• power cord 
o !J600PH.f, ]nsudlarion afui Operating !nS1rucrio11s 
lnsrnllacion consists of seuing the dip switches, connecting cables and 
powering on. Ili::forc bcginnirig instullalion, verify thou the peripheral 
equipn1enr in use 1nce1s the spccifica1ions listed subsequently. 
CASSETTE SPECfflCA T!ONS 
e Philips-lypc 
• 300 ftec (length) 
G 1600 bits per inch (density) 
()11~y Teclun111 casseuei· (PIN 4300001) or au approved equal should bt us~d 
wirh 9600PRL. Use of other cassc!le types n1uy caust equip1ne1H damage 
and could void the 1nachine warranty. 
TEHMINAI. PORT INTEilI'ACE 
A device connected to the TERMINAL port n1US[ have the following: 
chuructcrislics: 
° Full or llulf Duplex~ asynchronous 
• 8-lcvel USASCII coded 
• E!A RS-232CICCITT V.24 
lf using a Model 33* or si1nilar terminal having a current interface) the 
tcnninul n1us1 be prepared to operare in <ht: Full l)uplex 20 n1i!l!un1pcn: 
Neutral inod!!. 






TERMINAL Port MODEM/CPU Port 
Pin Function J>in Function 
I AA Protective Ground I AA ProtCC[ive Ground 
2 llA Transmiued Da1a {Our) 2 llA 1·r.1nsn1itted Dara (In) 
3 Bll Received Darn (In) 3 BB Received Dafa (C)1n) 
4 CA Request io Send 5 en Ckar ro Send 
5 CB Ckar to Send 6 cc Data Scf Ready 
1 AB Signal Ground 7 AB Signal Ground 
8 CF Darn Carrier Derect 8 CF l):.na Carrier Detect 
16 Ri.::ady/Bnsy Ou1put © 16 Rt:udy/Busy ()utput (!) 
20 CD Data l'enninal Ready 20 CD J);na 'l\:rn1inal Ready 
25 Stan/Stop InplU ® 25 Srnn/Stop Inpu1 ® 
TFRi\tlNAL Port - 20mA Curren( Loop 
Pin Function 
2 Transniiued I)ata (In) 
3 Received Data (Out) 
10 Receive Co1nmon 
13 l'ransmir Co1nn1on 
©Optional (Ready = I/JV, Busy = + 5V) 
®Optional (Start = I/JV, Srnp = + 5V) 
NOTES 
9600PRL supplic:; +SY on pins 5, 6 and B oflhc TER/\1INAL poll and 
pins 4 and 20 of the MODEM/CPU pore 
9600PRL require:; +3V ro +25V on pin 4 or 20 oflhc 'fERMINt\l. 
port ro enable REA!) l)day. 
• 9600PRL requires +3V co +25V on pin 5 of1he !v10l)EJ\1/CPlJ port 
10 enable inteffoce. 
• MODE/\-1/CPU port is a DB~25P conni::cror; 1'ERMINAL pon is a 
l)B-25S conneclor. 
0 MODEM/CPU in[erfoce is only active when the anached device sends a 
signal to pin 5 (CB, Clear ro Send) and the Binary switch is ONLINE or 
BINARY. Furure reference to !his condition: pin 5 at rhe MODEM/ 
CPU pon enabled. 
GENEl!Al. INFORMATION 
•Power: Sckc1td fro1n !he control pnnel (100) 1151 200, 220, 230, 
and 240VAC, 47-63Hz, 12W) 
• Baud Rares: l 10, 300, 1200, or 9600 
• Characters per cassette: 220,000 (no1nina!) 
" Recording Forn1at: 'fechtran NRZ l)uaJ-'frack 
SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS 
• EIA RS-232C/CCITT V.24 
" Receive - Mark: -3 !O -25 volts 
Space: + 3 to + 25 volts 
• 'l'n.1nsn1ir · Mark: -8 volts with 3K load 
Space: +8 volts wi[h 3K load 
• tv\axin111111 short circui! current: 500 n1A 
• 'ferniinating Iinpcdance: 3[( ro 7K 
ENVIHONMENTAI. SPECIFICATIONS 
• Operating 'feinpcrature; 50-104 °F (I 0-40°C) 
•Operating Ilutnidity: 20·901.1/u relative hun1idity) non-condensing 
ONLINE DATA FLOW 
'l'hc 9600PRL i:i ONLINE when 1hc Bin<iry .switch is in BINARY (•! 
()NlJNE and pin 5 al tile lv10l)EM/CPlJ pon is enabled. Figurt: 4 
Jc1nons1ratcs how da1a travels in the ONLINE n1odc. 
(data passetl rhru) 
MODE~:lata received) ~[-P.~t~' "'.1'11 (data sent) 
ACOUSTIC .1 
C()\JPI.Elt, _, _ _,,,.~~~.,.~fj''.'-~ 




INSTRUMENT OH ~;.l~IER ~-·::;;;;;'.;:<=;<;,, 'l.\,r..?<.:;?~q•, 
INTELLIGENT ~;::~, '-> .. ;!4) -
DEVICE '-,~~,•j1!$fl\. ---... ____ _, 
(data sent) '· ~ 
"",_, .- (<lata received) 
(data processed) 




DIP SWITCH SETTINGS 
The dip switches are housed beneach a lifl-011' cover as indicated in 
Figure 3. Figurl! 5 illustrates rhe dip switch panel; follow rhe inscructions 
provided co sec rhest; swicches. lJse a pencil tip co 1nanipu!ate che switches, 
NOTE: Each switch sets the interface requiren1en1s for all devices auach-
ed co the unit. Da1a to be recorded n1ust con1e tu the lv10DEM/ 
CPU port under 1hc following !wo conditions: 
• Pin 5 ar [he 1'.1-0DEM/CPU pon is enabled 
• Binary swirch set to ONLINE or BINARY 
Input nlusr come from the TERMINAL port if pin 5 at 
1'.10DEM/CPU pon is disabled or the Binary s\vitch is OFFLINE. 
• OPF 
•ON 
10 9 8 7 ~ 5 4 3 2 I 
- - 110 UAUO 
- . JOO UAUD 
• - 1200 llAlJD 
• • 9660 BAUD 
• XA.tIT ll S 
- DISAtit.E 
• FULL J)lJPl.EX 
- llALP DUPLEX 
• ENABLE DELAY 
-
DISABLE OELA Y 
• CR I.INEMODE 
-
LF IJNEt\tODE 
• BIN CTRL ON 
- DIN CTR!. OFF 
• DELAY ON CR 
-
DELAY ON LF 
• ODD PARITY 
-
EVEN P·AJUTY 
• ENABLE PAHffY 
- DISABLE PAHffY 




l)erern1ine rhe appropriate baud (transn1ission) race of the auached 
devices and se[ switche.s I and 2 accordingly. Refer to che upper right of 
the dip switch panel to determine rhe correct switch positions (ON or 
OFF). Characters with eleven blts (rwo stop bits) will be 1rans1nine<l at the 
110 speed; ten bil characters (one stop bir) will be transn1itted at all other 
speeds. If using the ONLINE SPEEl) CONTROL option) refer to Si!c· 
tion ·1 before seuing these switches. 
·rrnnsmit/Disable (BS) Character 
Swi1ch 3 afft-cts the CIIARACTEH. DELE1'E function (refer to Sectlon 
3). When re1novi11g unwanted characters fron1 data during 1his function, 
yl)ll n1ay SC[ this swilch lO causl! 1he following n:suhs a1 the TERMINAL 
and MOl)EM/CPlJ pons1 
• If the switch is set 10 ON(+), then once a character is ren1ovcd fro1n 
data, a (BS) code is sen[ and the cursor of the auached 1enninal 
device will move back to rhe position of the removed characrer. 1'he 
next characrer rccdved will be ph1ce<l in this posi1ion. 
• lfrhe switch is set ro OFF(-), then once a character is renloved fron1 
dara, no (BS) code is sent and the cursor prints the next character 
received in the following position. 
Full/llalf Duplex 
The effect of swi1ch 4 varies according 10 the position of the Binury 
swirch on the control panel (refer to Figures 6 and 7). 
$ When the Binary switch is OFFLINE or pin 5 at the 
MODEM/CPlJ port is di$abled with the Binary swirch ONLINE • 
data received ar the rf'ERMINAL port is affccrcd as follows: 
Full Duplex: All data received is echoed back to the source. In 
other words, if the device sends a charac1er) it will be processed by 
the 9600PRL and also sent back to the originating device as verifica-
tion. 




When the Binary switch is ONLINE and pin S at 1he MODEM/ 
CPlJ pon is enabled, no dAta is echoed buck front the 9600PRL. 
Any full duplex device connected 10 the 'rERlv1INAL pon is ex-
pecred to receive d<t!il as a result of an echob<1ck froin a (l~vit;e ac-
1ached to the i\10DE!v11Cl1U porL 
When the Binary switch is in ONLINE or BINARY an<l pin 5 ar 
the i\10DE/v1/CPU port is enabled, the READ function is o.dfec1ed 
::lS follows (refor to Section 3): 
f'u/l Duplex: Dara is sent 10 Lhc MODEM/CPlJ pon only. Any 
device connec1ed 10 the TERMINAL pun is expecu:d ro receive 
data as a resuh of an echob.ick received at the MODEM/CPlJ port 
from the auached device. 
!lalf Duplex: Data is sent to both pons; 1herefore, a device con-
11ecced to the 'fER1\rllNAL pon will n:ceive the sa1ne <lata as a 
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Figure 7; ONLINE Mode, Full and Ilalf Duplex 









Switch 5 de1ermines if an auromacic 300 1nillisecond delay will occur 
during the REAI) function after each line of data senr froin the tape. Set 
the switch EO the ON(+) position to enable the REAi) delay. 'fhe READ 
delay is fi1nc1ional only when an active device is aaached to the TER· 
MINA!. pon and +3V to +25V is present at pin 4 or 20 of the TER-
MINAL pon, bur i! will affect the H.EAD function at both pons. If the 





When the Line Mode swi!ch on the control panel is ON, cifher a Car· 
riagc Return (CR) or Line Feed (l.F) character (as sel by this switch) is 
recognized as the line terminator. Der ermine which characu:r ends lines of 
data for your application and sec switch 6 accordingly. 
Reinote READ Control 
Swirch 7 determines if remote control with the READ funcrion is permit· 
ted when the Binary switch is in BINARY. Using re1note conrrol, the 
READ flinccion can be controlled by sending control codes Q and S to the 
MODEM/CPU and TERMINAL ports. If rc1uote con1rol is desired, set 
this switch to the ON(+) position. If remore con(rol is 1101 required, se1 
this switch to the OFF(-) position and only 1nanual control panel co1n-
mands will be recognized (READ, WRITE and REWIND pushbuuons). 
READ Delay Character 
Ser switch 8 only if dip swi1ch 5 is set to £he ON(+) posilion. The 
READ delay sdec1ed by dip switch 5 (Enable/Disable READ Delay) is ac-
tivated by either a (CR) or (LF) character (as set by this dip swifch). 
Specify the characrer to cause rhe dehly by setting chis switch. 
Odd/Even Parity 
Set switch 9 only if odd or even parity is req11ired for the attached 
devices. 1'his swi1ch identifies the odd or even parity rcquiren1en1s of the 
attached devices. Specify if the devices in use have odd or even parity by 
setting this S\Vilch accordingly. 
Enable/Disable Parity 
Switch 10 further specifies the parity requiren1ents of the anached 
devices. If this switch is set ro the ON(+) position, odd or even parily will 
be sent as specified by dip switch 9. Ifrhis swirch is set to rhe OFF(-) posi-
rion, data will be recorded as it was received (8-bi£ byres} and sen[ as it was 
recorded. 
CABLE CONNECTIONS 
~rhc 9600PRL can be connected to peripheral devices by either direct or 
rc1note nicans as frillows: 
I. Connect the 1nalc (0 fe1nalc cable supplied fro1n the MODEM/CPlJ 
port on 1hc uni1 to one of the following devices: 
• CPlJ or Intdligenr l)evice {direct connection) 
0 Modcn1 or Acouscic Coupler (rcnlote connection} 
Refer to Figures l and 2. Pin 5 n111St be e1u1blcJ by the uuacbed device. 
Local cable distances should not exceed 50 feet) according to EJA RS· 
232C spccilicalion. 
2. Conncc1 u 1natc to 1nale EIA HS-232(: cubic (noc supp-lied) fro1n the 
1'ERMINAL port on the unit to the tcnninal, prin!cr) or electronic 
device in use. Be sure 10 activate !he Re1note/Onlinc 1node on a 
tc:rn1inai or printt:r. 
3. Auach the power cord supplied fron1 the power plug on 1hc unit to a 
local AC power source. Select _.1he approprialc local AC power re· 
quiren1cn1s 011 the control panel. before turning Lhe unit on. Pn:ss the 
POWER pushbutton on tht:! control panel LO turn the unit on (push-







l~hc 9600PRL can be operaced n1anually fro1n che con1rol panel using 
the READ, WRI1'E) and REWINI) pushbutrons. If re1noce REAi) co11-
1rol is selected (dip switch 7 ON,, the TERMINAL and MODEM/CPU 
pons will recognize conrrol codes Q and S when the Binary swiich is in 
ll!NARY. 
Before beginning the READ or WRITE opcra1io11s, refer to 1he 
guidelines listed bdow. 
IF SEN[)]NG DATA TO THE TERMINAL !'ORT, ONli OF THE 
FOi.LOWING CONDITIONS MUST DE MET (OFFLINE MODE): 
L Binary switch st:t to OFFLINE (pin 5 <1c the MODEM/CPlJ port 
cnubled or disablt!d) 
2. Pin 5 at the f,.,\Ql)EM/CPU port <Hs~bled (Binary switch set to 
ONLJNE or OFFUNE) 
3. No device connected to the MODEM/CPU port 
IF SEN[)]NG DAT/\ TO THE MODEM/CPU PO!<T, 801'1! OF 
TIIE FOLLOWING CON[)]TIONS MUST llE MET 
(ONLINE MODE): 
L Binary switch set to ONLINE or BINARY 
2. Pin 5 in 1he t\\Of>EM/CPU port enabled 
· Use the back cover for future command reference. 
WllITE 
~fhc WRrfE function permits data_ recording onro a cassene. The 
9600PRL records data in 8-bit bytes and treats co1Hrol codes as il docs any 
other dlaracter when the Binary swi1ch is in BINARY (code !fanspan:nl), 
Once all of1he infonnation has been entered, ic n1ust be s~orcd in a nrnnner 
!lrnr is easy to retrieve later. All recorded infonnation is stored infiies lhar 




Before beginning to WRlTE: 
• adhere to the guiddincs li!itl!d previously. 
• be sure that the casscue -in use is nor wri£c·prou:cted. 
The plas£ic tab on the top left of the casscue n1us1 be in place. 
l'o record data: 
l. Inserc the casseHe and close the transporr door. 
2. Enter (CTRL R) or press the \XlRITE pushbu!fon. 1""he WRI1'E 
pushbltUon will illun1inare. Note: (CTRL R) cannot be used if the 
Binary switch is in I.UNARY. 
3. Enter the inforn1ation 10 be recorded. 
4. Enter (CTRL S) to identify the end of a file. 
To 1erminare the \X'RITE function> enrer (C1'RL 1'} or pn:ss the 
WRJ1'E pushbutton. The WRI'fE lhncrion >nuSJ be te-rn1inated co insure 
thac all inforn1ation is recorded on che casse!Ic. 
READ 
The READ function permits viewing of the cassette con1ents. There are 
three ways to READ cassenes {noricc [he required switch serrings for each 
method): 
• READ casserre information line by line (Line Mode switch set to 
ON, Binary switch set ro ONLINE or OFFLINE) 
• READ casseue information file by file (Line lv1ode switch set ro 
off, Binary switch ser to ONLINE or OFFLJNE 
0 READ entire cassette wirhout stops (Binary s\virch set ro BINARY) 
Before you begin ro READi adhere to the guidelines listed previously. 
To READ a cassetce: 
I. Inserr the cassette and close the transport door. 
2. Enter (CTRL Q) or press rhe READ pushbutton. The READ push· 
button will illuminate. ·rhe inforn1ation will be dispbycd as previously 
i.ndicated by the swirch senings. 
'l'o end the REAl) function, enttr (C'rRL S} or press the REAl) 
pushbutton. 'l'hc REAi) ll1nc1ion will auto1u;1tically 1cnninu1e if: 
• the end of all data is reached 
0 a bli1nk cassette is inserted 
e 1hc end of 1he cassetrc !ape is reached 
0 the unit encounters a file tcnninator, (C'fRI. S), recorded on 1he 
casscue (unless the- Binary switch is in BlNAR\') 
• the unit encounters a line 1ern1inator1 ((::R) or (LF), recorded on the 
cassette (if the Linc Mode switch is ON) 
REWIND 
You cun rewind the: casscuc cape proviJcd 110 other h.1nction is in pro-
gress. ·rhe 1apt! rewinds co1nplerciy and cannot be S!tlpped once btgun. 
1'hc transport door should never be opened Juring RE\X'JNO. 
'I'o REWIND rhc tape, enrer (CTRL Z) or press the REWIND 
pushbuuon. 1'he REWINl) pusbbuuon will illun1ina1c an<l the Lape will 
fully rewind. Always rewind the rape before rc1noval. If the tape does 001 
respond to this con1n1and) follow these steps: 
J. Enter (C1~RL Q) or press lhe REAi) pushbuuon. Allow the 1ape 10 
ndvance for a few seconds. 
2. Enter (CTRL S) or press the READ pushbuuon. 
3. Enter (CTRL Z) or press the REWIND pushbuuon. 
CI!AltACTEn DE!.ETE 
This function rcn1oves unwan1ed charac1ers during data recording. 
\V'hen rht: unir receives the CI1ARAC"fER l)ELE~fE con11nanJ 
((~'rRL X), the laM chan1cter sent 10 the unit is erased. 1'he (CTRL X) 
conuuand 1nay be usl:!d consecutively to re1novc up co the last 64 








The FILE SKIP function pern1irs rapid forward tape advance on the 
casseue without da1a display. Cassette darn. i.s advanced file by file, This 
fhncdon is inopera1ive when lhe Binary swi1ch is in BINARY. Follow 
these steps lo impkmen1 the FILE SKIP: 
I. Insen £he casseue and close che rranspon door. 
2. Enter (CTRL 0). 'fhe READ pushbunon will illuminate and 1he tape 
will advance [0 the nexr stop. Continue the 1'1LE SKIP as required. 
The FILE SKIP function does not need (0 be terminared once a stop 
point is reached if you wish to begin another operation. This function 
automatically s1ops when: 
• the end of £he casseue tape is reached 
• a blank cassette is insertt:d 
" the unit encounters a file terminator, (CTRL S), rt:corded on the 
cassette 






This option indicares when the cassene tape b: in n1olio11 by registering 
the following voltages on pin 16 of either port: 
• Tape Stopped: </JV 
• Tape in JY\otion: +5V +/. 10°/o (maxi1nun1 !OinA) 
STAllT/STOP INPUT 
'fhis oplion can be ust:d once the REAi) fi1nctioo has been initialed, 
When READ is in progress, the following voltages sent IO pin 25 of1hc ;1c· 
1ive pon will interrupt and resume rhe REAI) fu11ction: 
• Start Read: </JV 
• S1op Read: +5V +/· IOo/o (n1inimu1n 201nA) 
This option c;1nnot be used to begin or end the READ function. 
ONl.INE SPEED CONTllOL 
'fhis option automatically sclecis a preset alternate baud rate for both 
pons when the Binary switch is ONLINE and pin 5 at !ht! MOl)Elvt/CPlT 
pon is e11ubled. 'rhis din1inares the need tOr altering dip switch si.!uings J 
anJ 2 if the baud rate differs during ONLINE anJ ()FFLINE functions. 
\X1hen using Ehis op[ ion, set dip switches I and 2 to reflecl the baud ra1c 
or lhe 1'ER!v1INAL port {OFFLINE operations); 1ht! baud race of the 
N101)Efv\/CPU port will be factory ser and is selected auton1alicaUy with 






Techtran Indus1rics, Inc. warrancs that this product is free fron1 defects in 
nlatcrial ilnd worktnanship for a period of ninety (90) days fron1 the date of 
.!ihip1nenr. 1·ccluran's obliga1ion under this lin1ice<l warranty shat! be to 
replace or ri.::pair; at its option, at its dcsigna1ed site, any part or pans 
thereof (except expendable parts thereot: <lt:fcctivc casseHcs and daniage 
..:auscd in ship1nent} 1hat within the warranty period are returned to 
·rcchtnu1 in the original shipping package under a Return Authorization 
(RA} nun1ber issued by 'J'echrran and that arc found by 'fechtran to be 
dcfcclive in proper usugc. Tecluran reserves the right co refuse to accept 
delivery of uny ship1nent containing any shipping canons which do not 
have the RA nu1nbcr displayed on the 011tsi<le. Buyer shall ship freight 
prepaid to 'f'cclnran's designated site. lf'fecluran dcterniini:s that the pro· 
duce is nor defccrivt \Vithin the renns of this lin1ired warranty, Buyer shall 
pay ·rcchtran the cost of repairs at the then prevailing T ecluran repair 
rares, 
The foregoing li1nite<l warranty is in lieu of all warranties, eirher ex· 
pressed or implied.) induJing without li1nitatiou any inlplieJ war· 
ranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, and of 
any other obligation on the part ofTechtran. 'rcchtran shall nor be 
liable fOr any injury) loss or <la1nage) direct or consequcnrial roper· 
sons or propeny caused either directly or indirectly by the use or in· 
abiliry to use the equipn1en1 and/or this or relatt:d <locun1enrs. Such 
lin1itations in liability shall re1nain in full force and effc.cr even when 
'"fechtran n1ay have been advised of the possibility of such injuries) 
losses or d•unages. 
Any provision herein [O the contrary notwithstanding, in no evetH shall 
'"fechtran be liable for indirect> incide1ual or consequential damages and in 
no even[ shall the liability to '"fechtran arising in connection wilh any pro-
duct {whether such liability arises from a clain1 bnsed on contract, warran-
[y) torl or otherwise) exceed the actual an1ount paid 10 1"'echtn1n fOr the 
dcfecrive producE. 
Before purchasing or using the product, Buyer shall detern1ine the 
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tended use and assu1nes ::di risk and liability whatsoever in connt:ction 
therewith. 
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OUTPUT F' I L.ENAME 
DOTREl-·I::':. l~:;::M 
DOTF!EHS. OB._I 
© D & D Digital Systems Inc., 1985 
(~.--~ l 1--:::5 
DOT DATA COLLECTION PROGRAM 








F<AM EC!U $0000 I Rl-11"1 AREr-i 
PU::CNT EC!U $01 ;PULSE COUNT sror;;:AGE 
DATCNT EC!U $02 ;DATA BYTE COUNT !3 ~r () F~ f.-113 
I::. 
AD l. t:::G!lJ $C):3 ; ADJ. DATA :::TOl"<AOE 
AD:C: E1~1U $04 ; AD2 DATA :;::TOF<AGE 
OUT1.H EC!U $C)~5 ; DIHAl UPPER BYTE 
OUT1L EC!U $0(:. ;DATA! L.OWER BYTE 
OUT2H EC!U $07 ; DATA;;: UPPER BYTE 
OUT2L. EC!U $(J::;: ; DATA:2 LOWER BYTE 
PDATA EG!U $(1•::1 ;PRI\\IT Dl'\TA FL.AG--80H•=·Dl-'i 
TA1 , 40H=•OUT2 
COUNT1. l~X!U $0A ;DELAY COUNTFRl 
COUNT2 EC!U ~;OF.; ;DELAY COUNTEF<2 
PASS [~C!U $0C ; F'f~::;;~:;; NUl'1FJEF< 
SWFL.AG EC!U $(l[l , MARKER :;::WITCH FL.AO 
:C:WCNT EC!U $OE ;MARKER :;::w COU\\IT 
CHAJ\11 EG!U $£)F~ ; CHANNEL.1 DATA 
CHAN2 FC!U $1,() ; CHANNEL2 DATA 
;**'************k******************************* 




















1 ..... ..:~ 00 
14 (H) 
1A C)C) 






















OPFI f_E EC!U $Le: ; CNTL-Fl, OPEN TAPE FILE 
CLFILE E(;11) $14 ; CNTL·-T, CLOSE TAPE FIL 
E 
F:EWND EG!U $1A ; CNTL.. -z ~ REWIND TAPE FI 
LE 
ENFILE l'"OU $13 ; CNTI .... ·~'.::'.; 7 ENDl"!EAD TAPE F 
ILE 
ACfC.RW EC!U $07 ; CNTL..·-G, REWIND ACK 




~*' ·~· -tt· ii·*'*·~·*~}-~·**• 
; 
ADDF'~A EC!U $2000 ;A TO [I 6B:21-·DIR REO A 
ADP RA EG!U $2000 ;PER REC; A 
ADC RA EIJU $2001 ;CNT RE Ci A 
ADDl'i:B EG!U $:2002 ; DIR REC; B 
ADF'F(B EC!U $2(H):;;;: ;PER REO B 
ADCl'\B EG!U $:2003 ; CNT REG B 
' GPDF(A EC!U $4000 ; 13EN F· 68:21-DIF: REG A 
GPPRA E:OU $4000 ;PER REG A 
GPCRA EC!U $4001 ;CNT REG A 
CWDl"!B EC!U $~·002 ; DI Fi REG B 
GPF'RB EC!U $4()(l:;;:: ; F'ER REC; B 
GPCRB EOU $4003 ; Cl~T REG B 
., 
ACIADAT EG!U $/.:.()()() ; f;ER I AL.. PORT-DATA REC; 
ACIMHA EC!U $6001 ; STl.\TUS REG 
ACIACMD EC!U $/.:.()()~2 ; CMD F(EG 
ACIACTL EC!U $600:~: ;CTL REG 
ICMD EC!U $6B ;DTR=L, IRC!=H,RT 
::;=L., NO ECHO, EVE 
N PAR 
ICTL EC!U $3E ; •;1~.()() BAUD,7 BI 
T, 1 ::noP 
M C1RC'.i Ff:OOH ;BEGIN PROGRAM ASSEMBLY 
;********************************************** 
**~·**·~··*•**.tt•*•l:t-









~71() F:0:02 'i'A TX,:;: , TOP 01" STACf< 
.,, 1 F8c):::: 7:3 SEI ; DI 'o:ABL.E CPU I NTERF\UPT,'3 
92 n::o4 n::: CLD ;BINAl"\Y MODE 
·:::i:3 ; 
94 F::::C>5 INITSER 
·::15 F8C>5 A9 6B LDA #ICMD ; Il\IIT COM r<EG 
•:;-1&,. F:3()7 ::::[1 (>2 6C> ::'.;TP-1 ACIACl"ID 
97 FEK>A A9 3E [_[I(.:, ;t I CTL ; INIT CTL f<EG 
·::n3 F80C E:[1 r):3 1SC> :::TA ACIACTL 
·:v·~) F80F IN I TAD 
100 F80F A9 04 L.DA #$04· ; ::::ET TO PEii REG 
101 F:311 1;::[1 ():3 ;;;~<) STA ADC RB 
102 F814 A9 OF LD?i #$OF ; 3ET A/D CNTL L.. I NEE. HIG 
H 
103 F::::it. ::;:[1 (>;~ 20 :3Tli ADPF<B 
J.04 F819 A9 (H) L.DA #$(>() ., ::::ET TO DIR REG::: 
1 ()5 FE:lB :3[1 OJ. 2CJ STA ADCRA 
106 F81E ::::[1 !):3 ::;;:t) :;::TA ADCT\B 
107 F82l. ::::r1 (H) 2(l :3TA ADDRA ; SET F'AO·-.PA7 INPur::: 
1(>8 FB24 A9 OF LDA #$OF ; F'BO·-F'B3 0 UT F'ISf'.O: ., F'B4·-PB 
7 INPUT:::: 
1 (J'~I F::;:;~c, ::;:[1 (>~'. 2() ::::TI-\ ADD RB 
110 F:32'i' A9 04 L.DA *t$04 , ::::ET TO F'ER REG 
1 1l. F:0::2B E:[1 01 ;~c) ::::TA ADCf,li 
1 12 F82E :;::[I <):3 ~'2(l STA ADC RB 
11 :3 FE::31 A9 04 LDA #$04 ; c::s: l 
' 
C:!E;;;~~, WR=L.. 
1 14 F:::::~::::~: ::::D (>2 :'2Cl '3TA ~\DF'F\B 
115 f·" :::: :~t 6 A'°' OF LDli #$OF ; 'o:ET AD LINES HIGH 
1 :1.6 F·::;::;::::;: :;::[1 ():"2 :2(> :::TA ADP RB 
1 17 FE:::JB A9 ()::;1 L.DA #$OE: ; c:~:;; :I. , c::::;2 ~ RD=L 
1 l.:;: F8:3D ::::[1 (l2 :2£) :i::TA ADPRB 
1. 1 .,, F•340 A·;1 OF U)A #$OF ; ::::ET AD L.. I NE:::; HIOH 
120 F842 :::r:1 <)2 :2(> STA ADF'RB 
1 :2 J. F::::45 IN I TOP 
122 F:345 A'"' (H) LDA #$00 ., ::::ET TO DIF\ REG 
1. :~,::;: F847 SD Ol. 40 :;::TA GPCRP1 
124 F84A :;:::[! (>:3 40 :".;TA OF'CRB 
l.25 F::l4D :;::[I ()() 40 ::::TA CiPDl::::A ; F'AO····PA7 Il\IPUTS 
:1.26 F:::5C> A9 Ol. 1.-DA *t$01 ;PBO OUT, F'B 1··7 J 1\1 
1.2? F:35:2 :::m (>2 4.() :;::;TA OPDRB 
12:3 F::::55 A'~' (l[I LDA •t$0D 
129 F857 ::::r:1 Ol. 40 ::;:TA CiPC:J;:A 
" 
C:1'.4 l ., ::~ NEG TRAN,:::, PEI'< F~ , 
F~I-~ 
1 :~:c) F:::5A ::::x:1 <):::;: 40 ::::TA Gf''CPB ; CBl. 1 ::;:: NEl3 TF<AN:;::, PEJ;: f": 
1:::c" 
1:31 F85D I \\I I TF<E:AD 
1 .-.. -~ -.::>~ F85D AO 04 L.[1Y #04 ; READ 4 TIME:::: 
1:~:::::: F:::~:ir-:· A9 11 TAF'ERD U:>{4 t!RDI'". I l_E ; Cl\ITL.···O START PEAD 
1 :34 F::::c.1 :2C> C7 F'"' ..JSF< PRINT 
1::::5 F::::t:.4 A2 ()!::i l...DX #(l!:i ; Ol\JE :::::Ee LOOP Il\IIT 
1:3t;:. F:;::t,6 :::::o B6 F~' ONE~~:EC ...i::m DELAY ~ :.7~(JC) M::: DELAY 
1:~:7 FE:t.9 CA DEX 
1 :3::::• F86A r.1c) FA BNE ONE:'.'EC 
1:::9 F::lC.C A•::1 1 ::: LDA #ENFILE ; CNTL-::: STOP PEAD 
140 FE:6E :2(l C7 F9 ,.J::::F< F'R I /\IT 
l.41 FE:71 :::::::: DEY 
142 FE:72 DO EB BNE T~1F'ERD ;NEXT READ 
-58-
l. 4:3 F:o:74 INITRWD 
144 F874 A9 :LA L.DA #REW ND F<EWIND TAPE 
t l.J·!::i 1=·::::76 ::2c) 1-·-7 F9 .JSR PRINT 
:1.46 n::,-;9 INITLP1 
1.47 1=::.::~·7 ~) ::.::'.() ::::::.:;: FA ,.JSR READTP GET CHAF< 
:1.4:::: f=·::::·;rc: c·c1 
······ 
FF CMP #$OFF 
149 Ff::7E FO F4· BEG! INITRWD 
:!. ~'.i() r:s::::o c:·? ()7 CMP #ACfC.RW 
' 
A Cf< REWIND CNTL-G 
l ~51 F::::;::2 DO F'5 E<NE IN I TL.F' 1 ; Tl~Y NEXT CHAF: IN BUFFE 
F~ 
15::;-~ 1=:::::0,:4 IN I TPAS::: 
:I.::~::;:: F·:;::::;:4 A9 41 l._Dl'1 #$41 ~ :;:;EHf FIR:O::T F'A:3~3 TO nAn 
1.::54 r:·::;:,:;:6 .-. .:::· C•-.J C)C: ::;:TA PAS:::: 
:I. ::;:5 r:· :::: ::::: :::: INITVAR 
l ~5(:, F·:~::;::::;:: A9 64 LDA #100 ; ::::WITCH COUNT 
157 F8f:?\ :35 OE ::::TA ::'.:WCNT 
1 ::;:;:;: F:::::::::c A''' .. (>() LDA iwo ; ::::wr TCH FLAG 






164 MAIN PROGRAM 
1. t;.~:; 




:I. (:.9 START ;WAIT FOR START BUTTON 
170 r::::1s-1cJ AD 02 40 LDA G1=·F'Rl'l ; l'lEAD SWITCH PORT 
171 r::-::::si:J L:·:.1 C>2 f'.:\ND #$02 ; MASf< FOR ::;:WITCH 
172 i:::·::::·~i5 [10 1=9 E<NE :;::TART ;SWITCH OPEN 
17:3 F::::97 :2(J 94 F''' .. JSR DEl'lOUN ;DEBOUNCE SWITCH 
174 F·::::9A A5 OD LDA :3WFLAG 
175 F'::::·:::ic: FO F'C• ~ BEC! SH\F'1' ;FALSE :3WITCH CLOSE 
176 FI LEO ;OPEN TAPE FILE 
177 1:::-::::·;.1E:: A9 12 LDA 4tof'F I LE ; CNTL--R START WRITE 
178 F:O::AO 20 C7 F9 ,Jr:;;F{ PP I NT 
:1.79 F:3A3 FILL.Pl 
l ::'.J() F::::A:::: 2() 3:3 FA .J:3R READTF' GET ACI< 
:I. E31 F:3iC\6 (";;~ 
-··· 
FF CMF' #$OFF 
l f:;:2 1=-::::A:::: F'O F4 BEG! FI LEO 
1 ::;::;:: F::::AA c:·1 (J6 CMF' #ACfC.WR ; ACf< WRITE CNTL-F 
t:::::4 F:3t\C DO F"' 
·-· 
BNE FILLF'l ;TRY NEXT CHAR IN E<UFFE 
R 
j ;.:;.i:::' 
. ·-···~' F:3i(\E A9 Ol L.DA #01 ;TURN ON COLLECT LIGHT 
1 :36 F8130 8D (>2 40 ~:;TA OPF'Rl'l 
1B7 F:;::133 A~5 (lC: LDA PA:::::;:: ; :<::END PA::::s NUMBER TO TA 
PE 
l ::;;:::: F~:::E1~5 2'.() C7 F".' .JSR PR I l\IT 
1::::9 CLEAR ;CLEAR VARIABLES 
l ''.:/() 1=·:;:::s:3 A9 (H) LDA #$00 
:I. 91 F:3BA ::;:5 (l'.3 :3TA AD1 
1 9:::: f"::::Bc ::::~i 04 :c':TA AD2 
:1. ·;;1:3 FDBE ::::5 C)'7 ::HA F'DATA 
194 1:::-:~:C:(l :35 OF ::::TA CHANl. 
-59-
l.'95 F·E:C:2 •:;).!:::'. ._ .. J 10 ::::TA CHAN2 
196 F!3C4 AD (l() 40 LDA GPPRA ;RESET C:Al./CA2 
197 LOOP ;CLEAR 4 Sl~MPL.E SUM 
1 ';iE: FE:C7 A9 (1(> L.DA #$00 
j_ ~;;i·:;1 Fc1c:·~1 .-.r.=-,;;;_ .. _, (15 :;::TA OUTJ.H 
21)(} F:3CB <::•C:: ._ ..... 1 06 STA OUT1L 
2(>l F8CD :35 07 ::nA OUT2H 
:2()2 FE:CF :::t5 ci:::: STA OUT2L. 
2(>:3 F:::r:11 RE:::TART 
204 F!3D1 A9 06 1._DA #$06 ; INIT F'ULSE COUNTER 
:2C>5 F:3[13 :35 01 ::::TA PLSCNT 
2CJ6 FE:[1!:; A9 05 L.DA #$<)!~5 ; INIT DATA COUNTEF< 
207 F::::D7 :35 <)2 ::::TA DATCNT 
:;;~c):3 
' 2<)';1 F'CNTF~ ; F'UL::::E COUl\ITil\IO ROUTINE 
2lC> F8D9 AD 02 40 L.DA GF'PRB ; MARf<ER ::;:toJITCH PORT 
211 FBDC 2'7 (J2 AND #$02 ;SWITCH MA::::J< 
212 F::::DE DO 04· BNE F'UL::::E ; ::::WITCH STILL OPEN 
2:l:::: F8EC1 C6 OE DEC 3WCNT ; ~3W CLO:::;:URE COUNT 
214 FSE2 FO :;H) BED cu:i::::E ; END OF PAS::;:: 
:;~1 !:i FE:E4 ~'2C: 01 40 PUU::E BIT OPCF<A ; D H::T AN C E F'UL::::E? 
216 1=::::E7 5C> FO BVC: PCNTR ;NO PUl._:O;E Rl'.:CEIVED 
217 F:3E'7 AD 00 40 L.DA GPPHA ;RE:::::ET CA1/CA2 
21:3 F::::EC C6 01 DEC PL.SCNT 
219 FBEE DO 11 !3NE F'CHAR ; l\\OT YET 
22(> F::JFO A"' 06 L.DA #$Oc. ; RE:;':ET PUL:3E COUNTER 
~~:'21 F8F2 .;:11::!' •.-"J 01 ~:::;TA F'l.SCNT 
2:'2:2 F8F4 20 n:::: F9 ._iSR READ AD 
' 
GET DATA 
:2:~::3 F8F7 C:6 C)2 DEC DA TC NT 
2:;::4 Fr:::r--~;1 FO oc BEC! L.ASTDAT ; LA::::T DATA BYTE 
:"225 FE:FB :~;:t) ·::··-=· 
·-·..:- F'o' ,J:=:R TOTAL.1 ; ADD DATA 
:;~21.:. F:3FE 4C [19 F::; ,_IMF' F'CNTfi: ; CiET MORE DATA 
:227 PCHAR ; ViUNT DATA TO TAPE 
228 F901 2() 6A F';> ,JSR CHAF< ;CHAR SEND F<OUT INE 
:-z:~:·r F904 4C D"' FE: .. JMF' PCNTR ;GET MORE DATA 
2::::c) L.A::::TDAT ;DONE TAI< I \\\Ci D/.Hi'1 
231 F907 :;~() :LE FA . .J:::::r:: DIV1 ;DIVIDE DATA BY 4 
·-:··-=··-:· ~:..-...•..:.. F90A 2() 4[1 F'ii ,J:'::R AD.JU:'H ; AD .. JUST DATA 
2::::3 F90D A9 co LDA #$CO ; ::;E-r F'RI\\\T DATA FL.AO 
2::::4 F90F .-,I::' .;:1._1 05) STA F'DATA 
:2::::5 F91 :l 4C C7 F8 ,.JMP LOOP ; C1ET MORE DATA 
2::::1.:. F914 CLOSE 
2:37 F914 20 94 F'~ . .JSR DEB OU\\\ ; DEBOUl\\CE SWITCH 
2:::::::: F917 A9 (H) LDA #00 ; TURN OFF COLLECT LIGHT 
2:3•?,J F919 ::::D C)~~ 40 :O::TA GPF''RB 
240 FS'1 1 C: AS-I 1 :;: LDA #ENFIL.E ; E:EJ\ID END OF FILE TO TA 
PE 
241 F9l.E :2<) C7 F;1 . .J'.3R P\':INT 
242 F'921 A9 1.4 LDA #CL.FILE ; C:L~Ct:3E TAPE FILE 
24:3 F'?2:3 :2() C:7 F'~' ,.J::::F~ PRINT 
244 F92e· E6 (l(: I \\IC PASS 1 ~3ET \\\EXT F'A::::::: NUMBER 
245 F928 A9 64 LDA #J.00 ; INIT MARKER SW COUNTER 
246 F92A ::.::5 OE ::::TA S:WCNT 
247 F0;1~'2C: AD (H) 40 LDA OPF'RA ;PESET CA1/CA2 






























































F' •;;1 I:.:·~:; 
F?67 
F·;1e:,9 
A"' ~· c):;: 
1 ::: 
t.~~ ()6 
C•i:::'. C•·-' 06 

































TOTALi ;ADD DATA 
LDA ADl ; 1:;E~r DATAl. 
CLC 
ADC OUTlL ;LOW BYTE 
::HA OUTiL. 
L.DA #$00 ; ADD CARRY TO HI BYTE 
ADC OUT:lH ; HI BYTE 
:'.HA OUTlH 
TOTAL:~~ ; ADD DATA BYTE 2 
LDA AD2 ; (3ET DATA2 
CLC 
ADC OUT2L. ; LOW BYTE 
:~;TA OUT2L 
LDA #$00 ; ADD CARRY TO HI BYTE 









































; AD._IU::n BYTE 1 
; AD._IUST BYTE :;:: 
; DATA OUT OF BOUND:;:; TES 
T 
; TE::n BYTE 1 
;OKAY 
;LIMIT TO $FF 
;TEST BYTE 2 
; ot<AY 














:J06 FS'16A CHAR 
:J07 F'"6A 24 <)S'J BIT PDATA ;DATA 
:3C>E: F96C 10 11 BPL CHAR2 ; NCI 
3(>';!1 F96E AD Ol. 60 LDA AC I ASTA ;ACIA READY? 
:Jl.0 F971 ~'2';!/ 10 AND #$10 
311 F'?7:;.~ FO 1E BEC! CHARDN ;NOT READY 
:3:1.2 F·~75 A5 OF LDA CHAl\ll 
:J1:::: F977 8[1 00 c.<) STA ACIADAT ; ::::END CHAl"ACTEF< 
314 F97A A9 40 LDA 4~$40 ;CL.EAR 7, SET 6 
:315 F~17c: .-.i;::-
·=··-' 
()~/ :3TA PDATA 
316 F97E 6() RTS ;RETURN 
:::17 F97F CHAR2 
:31:::: F97F 24 C)'7 BIT PDATA ;MORE DATA 
31 •;-, F·:.i:~:l 5C> 10 BVC CHAF<DN ;NO 
:32(> F9:;::3 AD 01 6(1 LDA ACIA:3TA ;ACIA READY? 
:321 F986 29 1 (l AND #$10 
:3:2'.2 F'Y:;::E: FO i)9 BEC! CHARDl\I ; NOT RE?-\DY 
:32:::: F•;:1::;:A A5 10 LDA CHAN2 
:'.:t24 F·;1:;:ic: ::::r:i (H) c.t) '.:HA ACIADAT ; ::::END CHARACTER 
?.-,i;::-
'Ho•.O::.·-' F9:3F A9 (H) LDA #$00 ;RESET PRINT FL.AG 
:~~2(:. F9'71 .-.c:-.;: .. _. C>9 STA PD?HA 
::::~"27 F·~1·;:1:3 CHARDN 






·~···~).(.:. DE BOUNCE :3UBROUT I NE 
:3:3:3 
::::::::4 ;********************************************** 
{!·*~ .. ~·-l=l·*~··tt-·**** 
:3:35 l 
:::::3c. F994 DEBO UN 
::::::7 F994 2<) B6 FS"1 ,.JSR DELAY ;WAIT 2C)(> MSEC. 
:3:31;:: F';>97 AD (>2 40 l..DA GPPRB ; :::WITCH PORT 
::::3•;:1 F·;J~IA 2S'J (>:2 AND #$0;?: ; :3WITCH MA Bf< 
:34(> F99C DO 1"" 
·-· 
BNE FALSE ;EARLY !3W OPE~I 
:341 F'?'?E :3HUT 
342 F99E 2(> B6 F9 •. J::::F( DELAY ; ~IAIT 2CH) M::::EC 
34.:::;: F9A1 AD <)2 40 L..DA GPPRB ; :::wr TCH POFn 
:344 F'"A4 2·;t (>2 AND #$0:2 ; :3WITCH MA::::K 
345 F9A6 FO F6 BEC! SHUT ;SWITCH J•=· 
. ·-· 
:3T I LL CL.0:3ED 
346 F9AE: :2() B6 F9 . .JSP DELAY ; C1f.:<EN ~ BUT WAIT ::;::(><) M::O~E 
c: 
:::;:47 F9AB AS°' 01 LDA #Ol. 
:34::;: F9AD (~.i:::-
·=··-' OD :3TI'\ :3WFLAO ;VALID !3WITCH CLOSURE 
::::4•7 F9AF DO 04 E<NE RETRN 
::::!:;() F9B1 A';!/ (H) FALm::~ LDA #00 
::::51 F9B:3 ::::~i ()[I STA SWFLACi ; FAL!3E :::WITCH cu:i:;:::URE 









































































AD 01. 60 
:2•;-1 1 (l 
FO 1=9 
f3E ()C) (.:,(l 
60 
A9 (>C:: 
BD 02 2() 
A9 04 
:o:D 02 ~°2() 
A9 OF 
:o:D 02 20 
;******~"*************************************** 
·*-*•tf-*•*-•H-·tt··tf.***~· 
DELAY :;::UBROUT I NE 
;********************************************** 
*'*·~·*~·-1*-* 1:1·1!- ~· *{f• 
; 
DELAY 
LDA #200 ; 2(H) M'.3; DELAY 
::;:TA COUNT2 
ONEM:;;: 















TAX ;MOVE CHARACTER 
TSTXMT 
LDA AC I ASTA ;ACIA READY 
AND #$10 
BE:r~i T:::TXMT ;NOT READY 

























; c:~::: l , c:s2=L 
; WR=L 




4C>5 F9E2 AD ()2 2(> LDA ADF'RB 
406 F'?E5 29 :30 1-\ND #$:::::0 ; MA:3f< I NTR BITS 
407 F9E7 DO F9 BNE DONCV ;NOT READY 
4()E: F9E9 READ1 
409 F9E9 A•;-1 OE L..DA #$OE ;CS1=L 
410 F9EB E:[1 C)2 ;~c) :;::TA ADF'RB 
411 F·;1EE A9 OA LDA tf$0A ;RD=L 
412 F9FO E:D (>::;-~ 2(> STA ADP RB 
41:3 F'.;"1F:3 AD 00 :2.'l) L.D?l ADF'RA ; F(EAD DATA 
414 F';'1F6 r··::;. 7F CMF' tfl 27 
415 F'?F8 •;-1() (>2 BCC R ... 01<1 
416 F9FA A9 7F LDA #127 
417 F9FC 1:;: __ 01< 1 
4H3 F9FC :35 c):3 ::HA AD1 
419 F9FE A9 OF L.DA #$OF ; CONTl'<OL LINES=oH 
42<) FAOO :3[1 C)2 :7:'.l) ~~:TA l~DPPB 
421 FAO:::: READ2 
4 .-)·")" 
..;.. .. ;.. FA03 A9 OD LDA #$0[1 ~ c::::;:'2=L 
4·-:i•".:1 ~:~·-· FA05 SD 02 2C> ::HA ADPRB 
424 FA0:3 A9 l)'~) LDA #$09 ; RD 0=L 
4~~.c::-
.::.._1 FAOA :;::[1 02 2() 3TA ADF'RB 
426 FAOD AD (H) :~~() LDA ADF'RA ;READ DATA 
427 FA10 ('0:.) 7F CMP #127 
42E: FA12 ';i'J() 02 DCC F~_CH<2 
4-::•0::J FA14 A9 7F LDA 4*127 
4::;:0 FA16 FLOl<2 
4:;:1 FA16 :35 04 :;::TA AD2 
1+::.:::2 FAlE: A9 OF LDA #$OF ;CONTROL. LI ~IE::::"'f .. I 
4"''~ ._,._, FAl.A E:[1 C)~'. 2(l STA ADF"l:;:B 
I. 
' 
4:34 FA1D (:.0 PTS ;RETURN 
4::;::5 









442 FA1E DIV1 
44:3 FAlE j f.::0 -·~ CLC 
444 FA1F 6(:. C)5 ROP OUT1H ;HIGH BYTE 
4.45 FA21 66 06 ROR OUTlL ;LOW BYTE: 
446 FA:2:::;: 1 :3 CLC 
447 FA24 66 <)5 ROF: OUT1H 
448 FA26 66 06 F·WR OUT1L 
449 FA2E: DIV2 
45<) FA2E: 1:3 CLC 
451 FA29 66 07 F<C1R OUT2H ;HIGH BYTE 
452 FA~2B /.:;.(:. (>8 ROF( OUT2L. ;LOW BYTE 
45:::: FA2D 1 ·-· 
'" 
CLC 
454 FA2E 66 07 ROR OUT2H 
45~i FA:3o 66 c):;:: ROR OUT2L 
























































































WA IT 250 MS FOR RESPON:::E 
RETURN FF IF NO RESPONSE 




LDX #$OFF ; 25(:. TRIES 
READLF'1 
LDA #OJ. 
:3TA COUNT2 ;WAIT OME MS 
,.J::>R ONEM:3 
DEX 
BEG! NO_. READ ;GIVE UP 
L.DA ACIA::::TA ; t3ET STATUS 
AND #$0::: ;RDRF Fl-AG 
BEC\ F(EADL.P 1 ;TRY AGAIN 
























,-. R 0 "' ·-· ·=· ·-· R E F E R E N r· E T A B L E **ii··~··~·******* 
fC\C IACMD = (.-;,()():;~ ·~..,c. 
. ~\CI ACTL ::::: 6(lt)~:: ·~)::::: 
ACIADAT 
·-
~.(l(>t) :::1:3 :324 :::::::7 47:3 
AC I ASTA = 6001 :3(1·~; :32(1 3:;:::4 475 
ACfCRW = 0007 15(> 
ACfCWR = 0006 l.E::::: 
AD1 = (H)<):3 191 257 41:;::: 
AD2 ·-· 0004 192 ::;:~1.:.5 431 
.ADCRA 2001 :l <)~~ 1 11 
ADCRB = 2(><):3 101 106 112 
ADDRA ..• L:<)C)C) 107 
ADDRB = 2C>C>2 109 
·.AD.JUST F94D 2:3:2 
ADPRA 
-· 
2(><)<) 413 421.:· 
ADPRD = ~'2(l(>2 10:::: 114 1 16 11:3 120 ::::·::J';iJ 40t 
40:::: 4C)5 410 412 420 42:3 425 
4:::.::::: 
CHAN1 = OOOF 194 284 291 2·~13 :312 
CHAN2 = 0010 19!'.:i .-•. -.• =, ..::.c .. _. ~~·;J5 297 :32:::~ 
CHAR F96A .-,.-,,·H, ...::...:;..-.:. 
CHAR2 F'?7F 3()f:: 
CHARDN F'79:3 311 :319 :3:2~'2 
CLEAR Fi::B:3 
CLFILE = 0014 242 
CLOSE F914 214 
' 
CONST F•;1[1::;:: 
·.COUNTi = (l(><)A ::;::t;./.::. ::::1.::.::: 
COUNT2 
·- OOOB :::i 1.:. :~::: 2'70 471 
DATCNT = C)C)<)~'2 207 22:::: 
DEBOUN F994 17::.t °2'.'.37 
DELAY F'i'1B6 1:.:::6 337 :::42 ::::4c. 
DIV 1 FA1E :;~:3 l 
DIV2 FA2t:: 
DONCV F9E2 407 
DOWN1 F9BE :::69 
ENFILE ·- 0013 l :=:·;1 240 
.FAU':E F9B1 ::::;4(1 
FI LEO F89E l. :32 
FILLP1 F:;:::A:;: 184 
FIXD F·;11,:.-;;-1 296 
CW CR A 
- 4001 12:::: 1 ··:·q k, 21~i 
GPCRB = 400:::.: 124 130 
GPDRA = 4000 12~i 
GPDRB = 4002 127 
OPPRA = 4000 196 217 247 
GPPRB = 4002 170 186 210 :2::::-:;-1 :3:3::;: 34::.::: 
ICMD = 006B ·~)5 
ICTL oo::::E <;17 
IN I TAD F8C)F 
IN ITC.PU F~:::r>Cl 
INITGP F'845 
INITLP1 F879 15:1. 
I 1\1 I TPAS:;:: F8E:4 
IN I TREAD F:35D 
-66-
INITRWD F874 149 
CNITSER FE:C>5 
lNITVAR F·:;::::;::3 
LAS"rDA"r F907 ~7~24 
: ·.oop F8C7 2::::5 
;EXTB F9(:.:3 
_:,.?::'f!'"'s-::'.', '"2':;'12 1\10_.READ FA4A 474 
ONEM~'> F9BA 371 472 
i1NE:3EC F866 1:38 
.JPFILE = (H) 1 ;: :i.77 
OUT1H 
-· 
<)<)()5 1 ·:.151 262 2c.:3 4-44· 447 )UT1L = (>c)c)C. :;;;:Ci(> ~-;::5•;-1 ~;~t::.c) ;~::=:::.:: L~45 44.:;:: )IJT2H = C)(lC)7 201 270 271 451 454 
OUT2L = c)(l(lEl ::;~()2 267 21;;.:::: 2:;::7 L~5::;:~ 4.55 
')Vl:::R FS-15B 
:•·A::>:::: = (lC)(>C: 15L~ tf:::7 244 
: F'CHAR F901 ::;:: 151 
f'CNTR F8D9 211.':· ;~2c. 22·~1 
~DATA = ooo·;> 1 ·::13 2:34. :3c)7 :315 :3:1.:3 32C· 
.'LSCNT = (>()(I 1 ::;:'.<)!:i 21::: 221 
PRINT F9C7 l34 140 14~i 1. 7E: 1:::::;:: 241 243 
''UL::::E F8E4 ~:12 
•~AM = 0000 
RDFILE = 001 1 1 :::::2: 
r,"(EAD 1 F9E9 
'(EAD2 FA<:>::: 
1"lEADAD F9D3 222 
READLF'1 FA::::5 477 
1'.EADTF' FA33 147 180 
0(ESTART F8D1 
RETRN F 0;'1B5 :34·~j 
'1'.EWND = 001A 144 
"(_Of<1 F9FC l:J.1.5 
' R-.. Of<2 FA16 4:2'E: 
:::HUT F99E :345 
3TART F:::•;-1(1 172 175 :2:4:3 
::O:WCNT :::: OOOE: 157 :~: 1 :::: 246 
::>WFL.AG 
-· OOOD 15''.?I 174 :34::;: :351 
l"APERD F'85F. 142 
TOTAL1 F·~:32 225 
TOTAL2 F93F 
TSTXMT F9C::: ::::E:f::.. 
496 M'SEMBL Y ERRORS (l 
-67-
A.S TAPEREAD PROGRAM 
-68-
L ·i Tlk T .:31:)ereacj+LJt. i l , , Nu l , Pa seal+ I brn3 } 
( $INCLLIDE:'System!O. Int' 
( $INCLUDE:'Screen.INT' ) 
Program Tape_Read ( Input, Output) ; 
u:::1E~:i Syst.ornIO; © D & D Digital Systems Inc., 1985 
{ F'r-ogram To Read I nfor·mat ion Off The Tape Unit And ::>tor·e l t In A 
Format Usable By Bridge } 

































Clw ( 19); 
Chr(l7); 
Chr ( 1 5) ; 
Chr(Jl); 

















File Of Char; 
Fi le Of Char; 




( 6000 Feet } 
Fun ct l on Oc.isxqq Con1mand, Parameter Word ) : Byte; Extern; 
Function Get Int ( Limit 




i ' j 
Integer ) Integer; Extern; 




If (Debug) Then 
Wrlteln(' Procedure Flt'); 
If (Len < Length) Then 
BEGIN 
i : = (Length - Len I Div 2; 
For j := (Len+ I) DownTo + I Do 
Data(j] := Data[j - I]; 
For j := I To I Do 
Data [ j J : = Pad; 
For j := (Len+ I + ll To Length Do 
Data[ j J • - Pad; 
END 
Else BEGIN 
I ·- (Len - Length) Div 2; 
For j == I To Length Do 


























T'lmer := ·i; 
UNTIL (0rd(Buffl[6]) = 0); ( Check To See Ir Everyth ·; ng Has Been } 
( Sent To The Tape } 
(Ord(Bufrl[2]) =OJI Do 
i := 2000; 
Wh i 1 e ( ( I > 0) And 
BEGIN 
i : ;:;'. i - I ; 
{ Loop To Walt For Something To Be } 
(Returned From The Tape Or Until A} 
Tlrner := i; 
Queue_Status(Buffl,Burf2);( 
END; 
If (0rd(Buffl[2]) <> 0) Then 
Ch := GetChar(l) 
Else BEGIN 
Timeout := True; 
Ch := Pad; 
END; 
Char_From_Tape ·- Ch; 
END; 
Procedure Wr i te_F i 1 e; 
Number (2000) Of Checks Have Been 
( Made And A Timeout Occurs 
( Procedure That Writes 
{ Further Processing 




For I := I To Length Do 
Wrlte(Temp,Left_Buff[I]); 




Proc~du1-e Insert Blank; 
Integer; 
BEGIN 
Fo1- i : = I To Length Do 
Write(Temp,Pad); 















{ Left Pass Al I Pad Chars } 
{ R i gr1t Pass Al I Pad Chars J 
Wrlteln('Procedure Get_Ftle'); 
01< :~c Ti-ue; 
LE~rt L := 0; 
Right_L := O; 
Queue_Status (Burr l, Burf2 l; 
Ir (Ord(Burfl[Z]l = 0) Then 
PutChar(!,CtrlQl; 
Pass := Char From Tape; 
{ If Nott> i ng Is In The Tape Buffer 
( Then Send The Read Command CtrlQ 
Ir (Not Timeout) And (lnChar <> CtrlS) Then 
BEGIN 
REPEAT 
InC:har := Char_Frorn_Tape; 
If (!nChar <> CtrlS) And (Not Timeout) Then 
l:lE(3 ! N 
Lert_L ·- Left_L + l; 
Lert_Burr[Left_LJ := lnChar; 
I nChar : = Char·_Frorn_ Tape; 
Ir (I nChar <> Ctr 1 S) And (Not Ti meOut) Then 
BEGIN 
Right L :=Right L + l; 
R i grlt:=Bufr[ R i ght:=L] : = I nChar; 
END; 
F ND; 





If ( Left __ L <> Length) Then 
F it.(l..eft_Buff ,Left_L); 
If (Ri•~ht_L <> Lengtt>) Then 
F ., t ( R i ght_Burf, R i ght_L) ; 
No P-:.~~,:·~~ : :o.: Nc)_Pas-:=; + l ; 
E xr.:ic~ct f_·:c·J ; '"· :·.:.ucc ( E x~.>ect ed) ; 
cND; 
Ctr· IS); 







Ok : = Tr·ue; 
) l 
If (Not Timeout) Then 
BEGIN 
Writeln(' Pass #',(Ord(Pass) - Ord(Ftrst) + 1):3,Left_L:6,' Samples Taken' 
If ( F1i:Jss :::: Exi::>ectv~d) ft1en 
If ( No_Pas~' ~ 0 J I hen 
If (Left_L > 30) Then 
BEGIN 




{ First Pass Long Enough } 
Wrtteln(' The First Pass ls Rather Short'); 
Write(' Do You Want To Use It ?'); 
REPEAT 
Ch := Chr(Dosxqq(6,255J); 
UNTIL tCh In ['n','N','y','Y']); 
Write In; 
If ( U1 l n [ • y' , 'Y' ] ) Then 
BEGIN 
Length •= Left_L; 
F 1 t_Buf fer s; 
END 
Else Ok :=False; 
END 
Else If (Left L > 0.9 *Length) Then 
Fit_Buffers 
Else BEGIN 
Wrlteln( • This Pass ls Only •, (Left_L / Length • 100) :5:2, • 
% As Long As The First'); 
, ) ; 
Else BEGIN 
Write(' Do You Want To Use It ?'); 
REPEAT 
Ch := Chr(Dosxqq(6,255)); 
UNTIL (Ch In ['n','N','y','Y']); 
Wrlteln; 
If (Ch In [ 'y' , 'Y' ]) Then 
Fit_Buffers 
Else Ok :=False; 
END 
Wrlteln(' Pass #',(Ord(Expected) - Ord(Flrst) + 1):3,' Was Expected 
Writeln(' Do You Want To Use It For Pass #',(Ord(Expected) - Ord(FI 
r5t) + 1):3,', '); 
Write(' Not Use It Or Insert A Blank Pass (Y,N,I) ?'); 
REPEAT 
Ch := Chr(Dosxqq(6,255)); 
UNTIL (Ch 1 n [ ' n' , 'N' , 'y' , 'Y' , ' i ' , ' I ' ] ) ; 
Wrlteln; 
If (Ch In [ 'y' , 'Y' J) Then 
BEGIN 
Expected := Pass; 
If (No_Pass = 0) Then 
First := Pass; 
Declde(Ok); 
END 
Else If (Ch In ['l','I']) Then 
BEGIN 
If (No_Pass = OJ Then 
Length : = Left_L; -72-
Jnsert_tjlank; 




Else Ok := False; 
END; 
END 
Else Ok := False; 
END; 








If (Not Right) Then 
p::::::c-rJ-1; 
p :::::: p * 9 + 5; 





Buff_Type; p, c Integer ); 
Off_Top := (DistR + ((c - p) * (DistL - DistR)l Div c) Div 3; 
Off_Bottom := DistR Div 3 + DistL Div 3 -· Off_Top; 
If (Debug) Then 
Wr·iteln(' Trim Top ',Off_Top:3,' Bottom= ',Off_Bot.tom:3); 
For i := l To Off_Top Do 
Burf[il :=Pad; 
For i : = Length DownTo (Length - Orf' __ Bottom) Do 
Buf'f [ i J : = Pad; 
END; 














Rewr I te (Data) ; 
For I := 0 To 32 Do 
Write(Data,Bridge_ld[ i]); 
Write(Data,Chr(No_Pass)); 
Write(Data,Chr(Length Div 256),Chr(Length Mod 256)); 
If (Square) Hlen 
Wr i te (Data, 'N' ) 
Else Write(Data,'S'); 
Write(Data,Chr(DistR Div 256),Chr(DistR Mod 256)); 
Write(Data,Chr(DistL Div 256),Chr(DistL Mod 256)); 
If' (Right) Then 
Write (Data, · R' ) 
Else Write(Oata,'L'); 
For i := 42 To 54 Do 
Wrlte(Data,Date[i - 42]); 
For I := 55 To 63 Do -73-
Wl .. ll.e\Udt..d., J; 
For i := 0 To (No_Pass - 1) Do 
BEGIN 
IF (Odd ( i ) ) Then 
For j := l To Length Do 
Read(Temp,Lef't_Buff'[j]) 
Else For j := Length DownTo I Do 
Read(Temp,Lef't_Buff'[j]); 
IF (Odd ( i ) ) Then 
For j := 1 To Length Do 
Read(Temp,Right_Buf'f[j]) 
Else For j :=Length OownTo l Do 
Read( Temp, R i ght __ Buf'f' [ j]) ; 
If (Not Square) Then 
Trim_Edges(Left_Buff',2 * i,2 * No_Pass - l); 
For j:= I To Length Do 
Writ.e(Dat.a,Left_Buff[jj); 
If (Not Square) Then 
Trim_Edges(Right._Buf'f,2 * + 1,2 • No_Pass - I); 
For j := 1 To Length Do 
Wrlte(Oat.a,Right._Buf'f[j]); 
ENO; 









Dev _Setup[ 0] . - Chr ( 13) ; 
Dev Setup[ l] .- Chr(2); 
Dev_Setup[2] .- Chr( 120); 
Oev_Setup[3] ·- Chr-(0); 
Dev_Setup(4] .- Chr(O); 
Dev_Setup(5] .- Chr(O); 
Dev_Setup[6] .- CtrlS; 
Dev_Setup[7] ·- CtrlQ; 
Dev_Control l (Oev_Setup); 
Dtrl_True; 
IOWA 0.0.T.'); 
PutChar( l ,CtrlZ); { Rewind The Tape } 
Write ( ' Bridge 1 D : ' ) ; 
First:= 'A'; 
Readln(Bridge_Id); 
Write ( ' Date : ' ) ; 
Readln(Date); 
Timeout == False; 
REPEAT 
Write(' Start On The Right Or Lef't '); 
Readln(Ch); 
UNTIL (Ch In ['I ','L','r','R']); 
Right := (Ch ln ['r','R']); 
REPEAT 
Write ( ' Norma I Or SI ewed : 'J ; 
Readln(Ch); 
UNTlL (Ch In ['n','N','s','S']); 
Squar·e :=(Ch In ['n','N']); 
Di stR := O; 
OistL := O; 
If (Not Square) Then 
BEGIN 
Write(' Distance In Inches On 
OistR :=Get lntl4); 
Write(' Distance In Inches On 
The Right : ' ) ; 
-74-
The Left : '); 
u "'CL • - Get l nt ( 4) ; 
END; 
Length : = 0; 
ExpectecJ : = 'A' ; 
Assign (Temp.' Scratch. me'); 
Rewrite(Temp); 
Cr1 : = Char _From_Jape; 




If' (Ok) Then 
Write. _ _Fi le; 
END; 
PutChar(l,CtrlZJ; { RewincJ The Tape} 
Disable!: 
If' (No_Pass <> 0) Then 
W1· i te,_Data_F i 1 e 








A.6 BRIDGE PLOT PROGRAM 
-76-
{Link Brldge+Uti l,,Nul,Pasca1+1bm3 J 
$INCLUDE:'Screen.JNT' J © D & D Digital Systems Inc., 1985 
Program Bridge (lnput,Output); 
USES Screen(Home, Clear_Screen, Clear_Line, Up, Down, Left, Right, Pos, 
Reverse, Norm, Setup_Screen, Cursor_Off, Cursor_On); 
















Tape_ Type = 
Ord_ Type 
Dist_ Type = 









Num __ Passes 
Normal 
























3 I ; 
127; 
400; 
2 I ; 




{ 6000 Feet ) 
{ In Millivolts} 
{ In M 11 I i VO I ts } 
{ TI 855 Compatible } 
Array [1 .. Max_Length] Of Char; 
Array [l .. Max_Length] Of Integer; 
Array [O •. Max_Value] Of Integer; 
Super Array [l .• *,1 .. *J Of Byte; 
,Bit_Map_Type; 
LString(32); 
LSt ring ( 12) ; 






















Fi 1 e Of Char; 








Function Dosxqq ( Command, Parameter Word ) : Byte; Extern; 
Function Get_Int ( Limit : Integer ) Integer; Extern; 
Procedure Get_Information; 
(Procedure to get from the user the name of a file containing 
the bridge data with the following format 
Information Bytes In Fi le 
Bridge_Id 
# Passes 
Length in samples 
Normal or Slewed 
Distance in inches ( R) 














Num_Passes := O; 
Length := O; 
Normal . - True; 
Dr : = 0; 
01 := O; 






























Write(' Bridge Data File 
Readln(F·i ·1e_Name); 
Assign(lnfo,File_Name); 
Info.Trap :• True; ( Enable Error Trapping } 
Reset ( I nro) ; 
If (Info.Errs <> 0) Then 
BEGIN 
{Error With File) 
Info.Errs ·- O; ( Reset Error } 
} 
Write In ( ' ' , Fi l e_Name: Ord (Fi l e_Name [ 0]) , ' Not Found' ) ; 
Found := False; 
END 
Else Found := True; 
llnti I (Found); { No Errors With Fi le } 
Writeln; 
For i := 0 To 32 Do ( Read Bridge ID } 
Jr (Not .Eof(Info)) Then 
Read(lnfo,Brldge_ld[I]) 
Else Data_Val Id := False; 
If (Data_ Val id) Tl1en 
Writeln(Bridge ld:48) -78-
I:. I Se Wl I ·re In ( • U<kUk l N L!A I A r I Lt.. ) ; 
Writeln; 
If (Not Eof ( Info) ) And (Data_ Va I l d) Then 
BEGJN 
Read ( Info, Ch) ; 
Num_Passes := Ord(Ch); 
END 
Else Data_Valld :=False; 
lf (Not Eof( Info)) And (Data_Val id) Then 
BEGIN 
Read( lnfo,Ch); 
Length := Ord(Ch); 
END 
Else Data_Valid :=False; 
If (Not Eof( Info)) And (Data_Val Id) Then 
BEG! N 
Read( I nfo,Ch); 
Length :=Length• 256 + Ord(Ch); 
END 
Else BEGIN 
Data_va·1 id := Fa.lse; 
Length := O; 
END; 
If (Not Eof(Jnfo)) And (Data_Valid) Then 
BEGIN 
Read ( Info, Ch) ; 
Normal :=(Ch In ['n','N']); 
.END 
Else Data_Valid :=False; 
Jf {Not Eof( Info)) And (Data_Val id) Then 
BEG JN 
Read( I nfo,Ch); 
Dr :m Ord(Ch); 
END 
Else Data_Valid :=False; 
If (Not Eof ( J nfo) ) And (Data_ Va 1 i d) Then 
BEGIN 
Read( I nfo,Ch); 
Dr :=Dr• 256 + Ord(ch); 
END 
Else BEGIN 
Data Valid ·-False; 
D1· := O; 
END; 
If (Not Eof( lnf'o)) And (Data_Val id) Then 
BEGIN 
Read ( Info, Ch) ; 
D I : = Ord (Ch ) ; 
END 
Else Data_Valid :=False; 
l f' (Not Eof' ( l nfo) ) And (Data_ Va I id) Then 
BEGIN 
Read( Info,Ch); 




DI := O; 
END; 
If' (Not Eof' ( Info) ) And (Data_ Va I id) Then 
BEGIN 
Read ( Info, Ch) ; 
Start_Right := (Ch In 
END 
Else Data_Valid :=False; 
For i := 42 To 54 Do 
['r','R']); 
-79-
{ Get Number Of } 
{Passes Jn File} 
I ' 
I 
t Not Eof ( Info} flnen-
Read (Info, Date [I - 42]); 
For i := 55 To 63 Do 
If (Not Eof(lnfo)) Then 
Read( Info, Ch) 
Else Oata_Valld :=False; 
REPEAT 
Write(' Oe!aminatfon In mV (' .. Def_Oelam:.3,') "); 
Delam :=Get lnt(4); 
If (Delam = 0) Then Delam := Def _Oelam; 


















Wrlteln(' Read Data From Tape'); 
Foi- i : = l To Length Do 
If (Not Eof(lnfo)) Then 
Read ( Info, Left _Data [ I ] ) 
Else Oata_Valid :=False; 
For i := l To Length Do 
If (Not Eof (Info) ) Then 
Read ( i nFo, RI ght_Data [ I J) 
Else Oata_Valid :=False; 
Ok := [)ata_Val Id; 
ENO; 
Function Baseline (Var Data : Tape_Type) ' Integer; 
{ Determines The Baseline Of The Data. Assumes That The Most 











If Debug Then Writeln(' Baseline'); 
For 1 .- Mln_Value To Max Value Do 
0 i st [ i ] : = 0; 
For I := l To Length Do 
{ Zeroes The Distribution } 
{ Array } 
{ Adds Up The Occurances J 
Dist[Ord(Data[i])J := Dlst[Ord(Data[I])] + 
i := Min_Value + !; 
I;{ Of The Values l 
Base : = i ; 
Wh i I e ( I < = l 0 0 ) Do 
BEGIN 
lf (Oist[Base] < Dlst[i]) Then 
Base : = i ; 
.- I+ l; 
{ Searches For The Most 






Baseline ·- B~se; 
END; 
Procedure l nser·t_l nto_B i tMap; 






















If Debug Then Wrlteln(' 
If ( In it) Then 
I nser-t_l nto_B i tMap'); 
BEG! N 
Map_L.ength := ((Length -- I) Div 8 + I); 
Offset := Map_Length * 8 - Length; 
l~ew (Bi t_Map, Map_l_ength, WI dth); 
For i := I To Map_Length Do 
For j := I To Width Do 
Blt __ Map"[i,j] := O; 
!nit ==False; 
END; 
If (Start_Rlght) Then 
Col :.= Width - Pass * 2 + l 
E l s e Cci l : ~.: 1:i ass * 2 - 1 ; 
Base_L : " ClaseL i ne ( Let-t_Data); 
Base_R : -- Basel. i ne ( R i ght_,Data); 
Delam_L := Base_L + Delam Div Increment; 
De 1 am __ f< : = Base_R + De I am Div Increment; 
For· i := (Length -· l) DownTo 0 Do 
BEGIN 
Bit := Power[(i +Offset) Mod 8]; 
Row •= (i +Offset) Div 8 + I; 
{ Dynamically Al locates } 
( The Memory Needed } 
IF (Ord(left Data[i + l]) >= Delam LI Then 
bit_Map"[Row,Col J := Bit __ Map"[Row,Col J + Bit; 
If (Or-d(Right_Data[i + l]) >= Delam __ R) Then 





i ' j ~ k Integer; 
BEGIN 
Tota I : = 0; 
Bad := O; 
Percent : = 0; 
For I := I To Map_Length Do 
For j •= I To Width Do 
For k := 0 To 7 Do 
If (Odd(Bit_Map"[i,j] 
Bad : = bad + I ; 
Total := l_engtl1 * Wiclth; 






Ir \ Noi:: Norma IT-mern--··--·------·--··------·--
Tota 1 .- Total - (Dr+ Dll •Width; 
Percent : = Bad I Tota 1 ; 
END; 





If Debug Then Wrlteln(' Process Section'); 
OK := True; 
!nit := True; 
Pass := l; 
W i dtr·1 : = ( 2 * Num_Passes l; 
While (Pass<= Num_Passes) Do 
BEGIN 
Read_Data_From_Tape; 
If (Ok) Then 
Insert_Into_BitMap 
Else Pass := Num Passes; 






























Writeln(Prn,Date:(Ord(Date[O]) + 18),' ':(21 - Ord(Date[O])),'Oelamlnatlon at 
'·,De ·1 am: 5, ' mV' ) ; 
Writeln(Prn); 
Wrlte(Prn,'Length = ':20,((Length * 3) Div 12):2,' Feet ',((Length• 3) Mod 12 
) : 2 , ' l nches • ) ; 
Wrlteln(Prn,'Width = ':11,((Width • 9) Div 12):2,' Feet ',((Width• 9) Mod 12) 
: 2 , ' l nches • l ; 
Wrlteln(Prn); 
If (Not Norma 1 ) Then 
BEGIN 
Wrlte(Prn,'Skew Distance On Left: ':26,Dl:4,'Inches':7); 
Writeln(Prn,'Skew Distance On Right : ':27,0r:4,'lnches':7); 
Wrltel n(Prn); 
ENO; -82-
Wr l te (Prn, 'Total Area= ':24,(Total I 144 • 27):7:2,' Square Feet'); 
Wrlteln(Prn,"Percentage Bad= ':20,(Percent • 100):4:2,'3'); 
Writelrl(Pr·n); 
END; 








Write(Prn,Esc,Denslty,Chr((l2 •Width+ 5) Mod 256),Chr{{l2 •Width+ 21 Div 2 
56)) ; 
For I := I To (12 *Width+ 5) Do 
Write(Prn,Chr(l)); 
END; 




Procedure Print_Tlc ( Density : Dens_Type; Which 
BEGIN 
Wrlte(Prn,Esc,Denslty,Chr(3J,Chr(0)); 





Procedure Print Bottom ( Density 
VAR 







Write(Prn,Esc,Density,Chr((l2 •Width+ 5) Mod 256),Chr((l2 •Width+ 2) Div 2 
56) ) ; 
Write(Prn,Chr(l28),Chr(l28),Chr(l28)); 
For i : = 0 To (Width • 12 - 1 ) Do 
If (i Mod 16 = 0) Then 
Wrlte(Prn,Chr(248)) 
Else If (i Mod 8 = 0) Then 
Write(Prn,Chr(224)) 
El SE? Write(Prn,cr1r( 128) I; 
If ( ( W i clth • 12 I Mod 16 = 0) Then 
Write(Prn,Chr(248),Chr(248)) 
Else If ((Width• 12) Moel 8 =OJ Then 
Write(Prn,Chr(224),Chr(224)) 
Else Write(Prn,Chr( 128) ,Chr( 1921); 
Writeln(Prn); 
w1·ite(Prn, 'O' :6); 
If. (Printer·_ Type = 1 ) Or (Printer_ Type = 3) Then 
Spacing := 18 
Else Ir (Printer_Type = 21 Then 
Spacing := 20 
E I se Spacing : = l ; -83-
For 1 ~I Io \TWT1'.Tt1"1···~·3T··oTV ... 8"i"U<5 .. ,. _______ ~, 
BEGIN 
Wrlte(Prn,Esc,Oensity,Chr(SpacingJ,Chr(O)); 
For j := I To Spacing Do 
Wrlte(Prn,Chr(O)); 
Write(Prn,(i + i):2); 
ENO; 
ENO; 

















n := (Length - 1) Div 8; 
Ir Debug Then 
Writeln(" Scale 4 To 3 - Density 
NI := Chr((Wldth • 12) Mod 256); 
NZ := Chr((Wldth • 12) Div 256); 
Wrlteln(Prn,Esc,"3',Chr(24)); 
Writeln(Prn); 
Wrlte·ln(Prn, "FEET' :5); 
Write(Prn, • • :5); 
Prlnt_Top(Density); 
Wrlteln(Prn); 
For I := 1 To Map_Length Do 
BEGIN 








{ Sets Line Spacing } 
If (Odd(Bit_Map"(i ,k} Div Bit)) Then 
Ch := 240 
Else Ch := O; 
Bit := Bit + Bit; 
Ir (Odd(Bit Map"(i,k] Div Bit)) Then 
Ch := Ch+ 15; 









For k := l To Width Do 
BEGIN 
Bit := 4; 
Ir (Odd(Blt_Map"[l,k] Div Bit)) Then 
Ch := 240 
Else Ch := 0; 
B it : = B i t + B i t ; -84-
I r (Odd(Blt Map"[l,k] Div Bit)) Then 
Ch := Ch + 15; 
For m := 1 To 12 Oo 
Wrlte(Prn,ChrlCh)); 
END; 
Pr i nt ___ Bar (Density); 
Writeln(Pn1); 




For k := 1 To Width Do 
BEGJN 
Bit := !6; 
lf (Odd(Bit_Map"(i,k] Div Bit)) Then 
Ch := 240 
Else Ch := O; 
Bit := Bit + Bit; 
lf (Odd(Bit_Map"(i,k] Div Bit)) Then 
Cti : = Ch + I 5; 
F·or m : = I To 12 Do 
Wrlte(Prn,Chr(Ch)); 
END; 
Pr I nt_Bar (Dens I ty) ; 
Wr I te 1 n ( Prn) ; 
Write(Prn,' ':5); 
Print_Tic(Density,4); 
Pr i nt_Bar (Density) ; 
Wrlte(Prn,Esc,Density,Nl,N2); 
For k := l To Width Do 
BEGIN 
Bit .: = 64; 
lf (Odd(Blt_Map"[i ,k] Div Bit)) Then 
Ch := 240 
Else Ch := 0; 
Bit := Bit + Bit; 
If (Odd(Bit_Map"[i,k] Div Bit)) Then 
Clo : = Ch + 1 5; 






Wr lte(Prn, 0:5); 
Pr i nt_Bottom (Density) ; 
Writeln(Pr·n); 
lf' Start_Right Then 
If (Printer_Type = 2) Then 
Wrlteln(Prn,'START':(8 +Width• 2)) 
Else Write1n(Prn,'START':(8 +Width+ (8 *Width) Div 10)) 
Else Wrlteln(Prn,'START' :8); 
Write I n(Prn,Esc, '2' ,Chr( 12)); 
END; 















i ' j 
Bit 
Set_Bit 













Line Array [-4 .. 600] Or Integer; 
BEGIN 
!r (Debug) Then 
Writeln(' Procedure Graph'); 
Ir (Printer_Type = 1) Or (Printer_Type = 3) Then 
n := (512 Div Width) 
Else n := (420 Div Width); 
m := (n Div 3); 
{ Number or dots per bit horizontally } 
{Number or dots vertically} 
Ir (m = 0) Then 
m : = 1 ; 
ml := m * Length; 
mo := m * Orrset; 
Di st : = 0; 
n := 3 * m; { 
+ 6) Moc~ 256; 
+ 6) Div 256; 
Set ror true 3 1 ratio } 
nl := (Width * n 
n2 := (Width * n 
Ir ( Oetlug) Then 
Wrtteln(' Vert= ',m:4,' Horz = 
L ine[O] := 255; 
Write l n ( Prn, E sc, • 3 • , Chr ( 24) ) ; 
',n:4,' nl,. n2 ',nl :3,~2:4); 
Wr I te ( Prn, • • : 6) ; 
Wrlte(Prn,Esc,Denslty,Chr(nl),Chr(n2),Chr(O),Chr(0),Chr(O),Chr(0)); 
For i := l. To (Width • n + 2) Oo · 
Write(Prn,Chr{l)); 
Writeln(Prn); 
Set_Blt := 128; 
For i := -4 To 480 Do 
Line[i]:=O; 
Ir ((Length Mod 4) = 0) Then 
BEGIN 
Li ne [ - I ] : = 1 28; 
L lne[-2] := 128; 
END; 
[r ((Length Mod 8J = 0) Then 
BEGIN 
L ine[-3] := 128; 
D i st : = (Length Di v 8) • 2; 
Line[-4] .- 128; 
END; 
For Sit ·- O To (ml - l) Do 
BEGIN 
Row . - ( (8 i t + mo ) D I v m J D I v 8 + 1 ; 
i : = ( ( B i t + mo) D i v m) Mod 8; 
Test_Bit := Power[i]; 
Ir (((ml - Bit) Mod (4 • m)J = 0) Then 
BEGIN 
Line[-!] := Set_Bit; 
Line[-2] := Set_Bit; 
END; 








- Bit) Div (8 • m) * 2; 
For Col := l To Width Do 
Ir (Odd(Bit_Map'[Row,Col] Div Test_Blt)) Then 
L ine[Col] == Line[ Col] + Set_Bit; 
Set Bit : = Set Bit Di v 2; _86_ Ir (set_Blt = 01 Then 
END; 
l11::(.iJN 
If (Dist = 0) Then 
Wrlte(Prn,' ':6) 
Else Write(Prn,Dlst:6); 
Dist, ::::: O; 
Write(Prn,Esc,Denslty,Chr(nl),Chr(n2)); 
For I I= -4 To 0 Do 
BEGIN 
Wrlte(Prn,Chr(Llne[I])); 
L I ne [ I ] : = 0 I 
END; 
r-or I := l To Width Do 
13EG IN 
For j := l To n Do 
Wrlte(Prn,Chr(Llne[I])); 
Line[i] := O; 
END; 
Wrlteln(Prn,Chr(255)); 
Line[O] ·- 2.5!::>; 
Set_Blt := 128; 
END; 
For i := -4 To -1 Do 
Llne[I] :=0; 
For I := -4 To Width Do 
Line[i] :=Line [I]+ Set_Bit; 
Edge := 255-(Set_Bit Div 2)-(Set_Blt Div 4)-(Set_Blt Div 8)-(Set_Blt Div I6)-( I Set_Bit Div 32)-(Set_Blt Div 64)-(Set_Blt Div 128); 
Llne[O] := Edge; 
Write(FJrn, 'O' :6); 
n1 : :::..: 2; 
Set_Bit :• Set_Blt Div 2; 
If (Set_Bit = 0) Then 
BEGIN 
Dist := O; 
Wrlte(Prn,Esc,Density,Chr(nl),Chr(n2)); 
For i := -4 To O Do 
BEGIN 
Write(Prn,Chr(Llne[I])); 
Line[i) := O; 
END; 
For I := l To Width Do 
BEGIN 
For j := l To n Do 
Write(Prn,Chr(Llne[I])); 
L. l_ne[ I] := O; 
END: 
Writeln(Prn,Chr(255)); 
Line[O] := 255; 
Set_Bit := 128; 
WritE?(Prn,' '·:6); 
END; 
For Bit := l To 4 Do 
BEGIN 
For· Col := 0 To (Width Div m) Do 
Line[Col * m] := Line[Col * m] + Set_Blt; 
If (Bit = 2) Then 
rn::-::::rn+m; 
Set_Blt := Set_Blt Div 2; 
If (Set_Bit = OJ Then 
BEGIN 
Write(Prn,Esc,Denslty,Chr(nl),Chr(n2)); 
For I := -4 To 0 Do 
BEGIN 
Write(Prn,Cfw(Line[ i])); 
L i ne [ i ] : = O; -87-
__ J 
END; 
For i : = 
BEGIN 
l To Width Do 
For j := l To (4 * n - 14) Do 
Write(Prn,Chr(O)); 
Write(Prn,(i * 3):2); 
END; 
Writeln(Prn); 








Ir (Printer_Type = l) Then 
Graph ( • N') 
Else Ir (Printer_Type = 2) Then 
Graph('K') 














1 r- 1 uet:>ug ! 1 r1en 
Wrlteln(' Procedure Inlt_Count'); 
For i : = 0 To 255 Do 
BEGIN 
If (Odd(I Div Power[O])) Then 
Count [ I ] : = 1 
Else Count[I] := O; 
I-f (Odd(i Div Power[!])) Then 
Count[IJ := I + Count[i]; 
If (Odd(i Div Power[2))) Then 
Count[i) := I+ Count[ I]; 
If (Odd(i Div Power[3])) Then 
Count [ i j : = 1 + Count [ i ) ; 
If (Odd(\ Div Power[4))) Then 
Count [ i J : = 1 + Count [ i ] ; 
lf IOdd(I Div Power[5))) Then 
Count [ i ] : = 1 + Count [ i J ; 
If (Odd(I Div Power[6])) Then 
Count [ I J : = l + Count [ I J ; 
If (Odd(I Div Power[?])) Then 
Count [ I J : = 1 + Count [ i ] ; 
END; 
I -f (Debug) Then 
BEGIN 
Wrlte(Prn,' •); 
For i : = 0 To 1 :. Do 
Write(Prn, i :4); 
Wrlteln(Prn); 
Writ.e(Prn,' '); 
For I : = 0 To 1 5 Do 
Wrlte(Prn,' '); 
W r i te I n ( Prn) ; 
For· I : = 0 To 1 5 Do 
BEGIN 
Write(Prn,i:4,' :'); 
For j := 0 To 15 Do 














Array [0 .• 64) Of Integer; 
Integer; 










If (Width> 40) AND (Printer_Type In [1,2)) Then 
Wr I te ( Prn, Chr ( 1 5) ) ; 
He13der; 
If (Odd(Map_Length)) Then 
Row_Off := 1 
Else Row_Off := O; 
If ( Start_R ·i ght) Then -89-
( Compressed } 
{ Print Mode } 
-·-·-co 1 _uft : - ·-·rrwTam··=-Tr· Ln v ·4··:i:-rr~-~-wl atn 
Else Col_Off := O; 
No_Percent :=((Width - l) Div 4); 
Init_Count(Count); 
For i := 0 To 64 Do 
Totals[ i] := O; 
Writeln(Prn,' FEET'); 
Write(Prn,(((Map_Length - 1) Div 2 + l) • 4):6,'--'); 
For i := O To No_Percent Do 
Write(Prn,'-------'); 
Write 1 n ( Prn) ; 
For i := l To Map_Length Do 
BEGIN 
For J := O To (Width - 11 Do 
BEGIN 
Index:= Bit_Map"[i,j + l]; 
If (Index< 0) Then 
Index := Index + 256; 
Totals[(j + Col_Off) Div 4) .- Totals[(j + Col_Off) Div 4] +Count[ Ind 
ex]; 
ENO; 
Ir (Not Odd ( i + Row_Off) ) Then 
BEGIN 
Write(Prn':' :8); 
For j := 0 To No_Percent Do 
Write{Prn,' :':7); 
Writeln(Prn); 
Wr ·ite(Prn,':' :8); 
For J := O To No_Percent Do 
Writ:e(Prn,(Totals[j) / 0.64):5:1,' :'J; 
Writeln(Prn); 
Wr ite(Prn': ':8); 
For j := 0 To No_Percent Do 
Write(Prn,'1 ':7); 
Writeln(Prn); 
Wr·ite(Prn,(((Map_Length - i) Div 2) * 4):6,'--'); 
For ·j := 0 To No_Percent Do 
Write(Prn,'-------'); 
Writeln(Prnl; 
If (Debug) Then 
BEGIN 




For j := 0 To No_Percent Do 




For i := 0 To No_Percent Do 
Write(Prn,' :':7); 
Write l n ( Prn) ; 
Write(Prn, 'O' :8); 
For i := l To No_Percent + l Do 
Write(Prn, ( i * 3) :7); 
. Write l n ( Prn) ; 
If ( '.;tart_R i ght) Then 
Writeln(Prn,'START':(IB + 7 •No Percent>) 
Else Writeln(Prn,'START' :11); 
Ir (Width> 40) AND (Printer_Type In [l,2)1 Then 
Write(Prn,Chr(J8) ); 
Writeln(Prn,Chr(l2)); {Form Feed 
END; 
Procedure Display_Options; -90-
l Compresse•j ) 
{ Print Moc:!e } 
















If Debug Then Writeln(' Display_Options'); 











I 8 Inches Wide'); 






String := 'T : TI 855 




P : Percentages'); 




String:= •s : Star Printer'; 





String := 'E : Epson Printer'; 





String:= 'A : Alphanumeric Printer'; 







ln_Ch := Dosxqq(6,255); 
LINT IL ( l n_cr, < > 0) ; 
Ch := Chr( In_Ch); 
Writ el n; 
wr-lteln; 
If (Ch In Val Id) Then 
Write(' Working ... '); 
Cur·sor·_Off; 
Case Ch Of 
' I ' Map; 
Quit• ) ; 
'2' If (Printer Type= 1) Then 
If (Width-< 45) Then 
Sea I e 4 To 3 ( 'N' l -91-
E l se scale_4:To_3C'O') 
-E-rse· · rf ·-rpy·nYter_:__Type ·· 2 J 1 he 
If (Width < 35) Then 
Scale 4 To 3('K') 
Else Scale 4-To 3<'L'l 










Init_Printer ·- True; 








P1- ·j nter _Type 
END; 
. - True; 
. - 2; 
. - 'True; 





. - False; 
'Q','q' : Quit :- True; 






Star [ l ] . - ' • • ; 
Star[2] ·- Chr(5); 
Star [ 0] . - Chr ( 2) ; 
Power [ 0] • - 1 ; 
Power [ I ] . - 2 ; 
Power [ 2) . - 4; 
Power [ 3 J • - B ; 
Power[4] ·- 16; 
Power·[5] .- 32; 
Power[6] .- 64; 
Power [ 7 J • - l 2B; 
Assign(Prn,'PRN'); 
Rewrite ( Pr·n); 
Printer_Type .- Def_Printer; 




If Ok Then Oisplay_Options; 
Wrlteln; 
. - -1 ; 




UNTIL (Ord(Bridge_ID[O]) = 0) Or (Bridge __ ID[ l] In [ 'n', 'N'] l; 





Module Utll itles; 








i : :::; 0 ; 





Minus := False; 
If Not Eoln Then Read(ch) Else Ch := '?'; 
While (Not (Ch In Digits)) And (Ch<>'-') And (Not Eoln) Do 
Read(ch); 
If (Not Eoln) And (Ch= '-') Then 
BEGlN 
Minus := True; 
Read (Ch J; 
END; 
If (Not (Ch In Digits)) And (Not Eoln) Then 
BEGIN 
Minus :=False; 
I : = Get_ I nt ( L I m i t ) ; 
END 
Else While (Ch In Digits) And (j <Limit) Do 
BEGIN 
i := i • IO+ Ord(Ch) - Ord('O'); 
j:=j+l; 
If Eoln Then j •= Limit 
Else Read(ch); 
END; 
lf Minus Then I := -i; 
If (I <= Maxint) And (i >= -Maxint) Then 
Get Int := Retype(Integer,i) 
Else BEGIN 
Writeln(' Integer Quantity Overflow; Value Set To ZERO'); 
Writeln(' Value Must Be Between',Maxint:7,' And',-Maxlnt:8); 










0.0,T. Example Plot 
July I 1984 Delamination at 400 mV 
Length = 18 Feet 0 Inches Width = 18 Feet 0 Inches 





















































D.O.T. Example Plot 
July 1984 Delarnination at 400 mV 
Length = 18 Feet 0 Inches Width = 18 Feet 0 Inches 










Percentage Bad= 3;13% 
IOWA 0.0.T. 
OELAMINATION MAP 
0.0.T. Example Plot 
July 1984 Oelamination at 400 mV 
Length = 18 Feet 0 Inches Width = 18 Feet O Inches 
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' 7.8: 28.1 
I I l I I I 

























Very Wide Bridge 
6 - 20 -85 Delamination at 400 rnV 
Length = 12 Feet 6 Inches Width = 33 Feet O Inches 





20 22 24 26 :28 30 32 
-98-
IOWA D.O. T. 
DELAHINATION HAP 
Very Wide Bridge 
6 - 20 -85 Delamination at 400 mV 
Length = 12 Feet 6 Inches Width = 33 Feet 0 Inches 
fota I Area = 412. 50 Square Feet Percentage Ba.d = 2. 73i 
FEET 16---------------------------------------------------------------------_, _______ _ 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I } I I I I t I I 
: 9.4 : o.o : 0.0 : 0.0 : o.o : 0.0 : o.o : 0.0 : 0.0 : o .. o : o.o : 
t I t I I 
! I I I I 
12-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 




I I t I I I I I I I I I 
I I I t I I I t I I l I 
: 9.4 : o.o : o.o : o.o I o.o : o.o : o.o : o.o : o.o : o.o : o.o : 
1 I I I I 
I I I , I [ 
4-----------------------------"-------------------------------------------------
I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
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